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Abstract
This is a problem-solving research that is being conducted at International Coach
Manufacturing (ICM). The research will answer the main research question: How can suppliers
contribute to the product and process innovation of ICM?
To be able to answer this research question first a literature review is being made. This results
in several aspects that are important for supplier involvement in product development: strategy
processes, operational processes, collaboration processes, and trust. These aspects are
being used in both internal and external research studies. The internal research gives more
insight into the current situation of ICM and what the current purchasing procedure is. The
external research gives insight in, if suppliers are willing to cooperate with ICM in a project to
develop products.
These internal and external studies result in several aspects that ICM need to improve, before
they can actively involve suppliers in their product development process.
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Executive summary
Introduction
International Coach Manufacturing (ICM) is a company that manufactures double-decker
coaches. In order to achieve this, ICM relies on its own capabilities. However, with the
continuous stream of innovations nowadays and the unknown future due to environmental
agreements. ICM struggles to keep ahead of competitors, the purchasing department of ICM
assumes that suppliers can have a vital role in continuous improving products. As they have
more specific product knowledge.
This results in the main research question: ‘how can suppliers contribute to the product and
process innovation of ICM?’

Method
To solve this research question a business problem-solving approach is being used. This
approach is divided in six phases: problem mess, problem definition, analysis and diagnosis,
plan of action, intervention, and evaluation. The last two phases, intervention and evaluation,
are not being included in this research due to the limited time span of the researcher.
In Figure 0.1 the conceptual project design is presented, which shows the various stages of
the research.

Figure 0.1: Conceptual project design

In the conceptual project design stage (a) is a literature study that will result in various
constructs and dimensions. Stage (b) represents two studies, an internal part and an external
part. In stage (c) the results of the analysis will be discussed, and in stage (d) the implications
for ICM will be given.

Literature
During the literature review a research model is being developed. As can be seen in Figure
0.2. This research model indicates that there are four supplier enabling factors. These are
strategy processes, operational processes, collaboration processes, and trust. All these
supplier involvement enablers need to be active to take advantage of supplier involvement in
product development projects. Hereafter, a short description of all four enablers will be given.
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Figure 0.2: The research model

Strategy processes involve: if a company is following a strategy towards innovation, if a
company does share strategic roadmaps, and if there is management commitment towards
supplier involvement. Operational processes consist out of how a company specifies products,
which supplier selection criteria a company uses, if a company uses cross-functional teams.
Collaboration processes have to do with project-specific agreements. Trust from both ICM and
suppliers is needed to develop new products. Trust is also an aspect that is being influenced
by the other processes.
The research model with the various constructs and dimensions is used to develop research
materials.

Current situation
First, the current purchasing process is evaluated. Hereafter, interviews are held with
purchasers and an engineer to examine possible improvement areas. These improvements
are:
•
•
•
•
•

The corporate total cost of ownership strategy is not aligned with the operational levels
as both purchasing and engineering are cost focused.
There are no adequate operational measurements available to measure the
performance of suppliers.
There is no supplier development program active.
Cross-functional teams are not used in long-term engineering projects.
There are no collaboration agreements with suppliers.

Supplier cooperation
As suppliers are needed in a supplier involvement project, a questionnaire was developed to
examine whether suppliers are willing to cooperate with ICM in a product development project.
The results show that suppliers are willing to share business resources or knowledge to
improve ICM products or processes. An important aspect is that suppliers do trust ICM as a
customer, because: suppliers rate ICM as a good customer, suppliers find ICM clear in its
quality requirements, ICM can easily be contacted when there are issues, and invoices are
paid on time by ICM.
The responded suppliers are also capable to cooperate in a product development project as
most of them have a research and development department, have market knowledge due to
iv

actively following competitors, and make use of continuous improvement programs to improve
their business processes.
However, to be able to benefit from suppliers ICM has to develop an innovation strategy that
(1) involves suppliers, (2) develop a strategic roadmap to align suppliers, (3) develop supplier
selection criteria, and (4) set operational measurements for supplier performance.

Conclusions
ICM does not yet fully use the innovation potential of their suppliers. To use the capabilities of
suppliers properly, ICM has to make several changes. These changes must ensure that
strategic, operational, collaboration, and trust aspects are sufficiently in place to enable
supplier involvement. As supplier involvement can help to lower cost, lower production time,
and a higher overall quality.
It have several implications whether ICM want to use the innovation potential of suppliers.
Therefore, ICM need to restate their current strategy, and operational processes. Next, ICM
is recommended to develop a technology roadmap. This roadmap, should be shared with
suppliers, as suppliers would need to share their product strategies with ICM. As this will help
to align suppliers towards the vision of ICM.
Of course, ICM’s business and product strategies need to be supported by well-defined and
structured operational processes. Therefore, ICM is recommended to define clear and
consistent supplier selection criteria. In order to select suppliers who have the right capabilities
in product development. Also, adequate operational measurements have to be developed as
these can be used to monitor and improve supplier performance. Supplier performance
information should be actively shared with suppliers.
Several changes need to be made in the purchasing process. Firstly, it is advisable to make
a distinction between products that will be developed with the help of suppliers. Each product
has different characteristics. Therefore, the required level of knowledge variates. This
influences the level of development responsibility that suppliers have, and also the
development risk. Secondly, for the products that will be developed using suppliers, a crossfunctional team should be created. Thirdly, once external partners are involved in developing
products, collaboration agreements have to be made, as this can foster the project, and trust
levels among partners.
Once these changes have been implemented, ICM should be capable of using supplier
involvement in their product and process innovations.
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1. Introduction
This introductory chapter gives insight in the background of the company where the research
was conducted, the problem statement, the developed research questions to solve problem,
and the outline of this thesis will be discussed.

1.1 Background
The organization where the research is being executed is a member of the International Coach
Cooperation (ICC) and is named International Coach Manufacturing (ICM). ICC consists of
approximately 100 companies, active in 20 different countries. Among ICC, there are four
different divisions: subcontracting, car assembly, busses and coaches, and finished products.
One of these divisions is responsible for the creation of busses and coaches.
ICM designs and manufactures double-decker coaches, and modules for single-decker
coaches. These modules are steel constructions of the front, back, left, right, bottom, and roof.
The modules for the single-decker coaches are transported and assembled at another
company within ICC. The double-decker coach is created from scratch. During the creation of
a double-decker coach various production processes take place. The most important
processes are welding, painting, assembly, and quality control.
This research is conducted at the purchase and logistics department of ICM. This department
is responsible for the purchasing of all materials and products that are needed to create the
final product. This includes climate systems, entertainment systems, furniture, kitchen
equipment, paint, steel, tires, toilets, and windows for the coach. Also, equipment for the
manufacturing process is being bought via this department. Besides purchasing, also
warehousing and factory logistics are responsibilities of this department. This means that the
purchasing and logistics department is constantly managing the suppliers and internal logistics
to provide products on the production floor on time.

1.2 Problem statement
Like many other companies, ICM has several competitors that also produce coaches. For
example, Irizar, Iveco, Mercedes-Benz, Neoplan, Scania, Setra, Van Hool, and Volvo. To be
able to compete with competitor coach-builders, the company wants to differentiate with their
brand values. These are: profit of ownership, pride of ownership, driving & handling, and
attracting people with their coaches. Here, profit of ownership i.e. total cost of ownership, is
the most important brand value for ICM.
In order to achieve the brand values, the company is always in competition with competitors.
As competitors are also improving their products to keep ahead of the competition. For
example, Mercedes-Benz introduced a new model that increases efficiency to create a better
total cost of ownership (Mercedes-Benz, n.d.). This implicates the need for ICM to
continuously improve their products to stay competitive.
The purchasing department of ICM assumes that suppliers might have a key role in
continuously improving the product. Because it is assumed by the purchasing department that
suppliers have more specific product knowledge about their own products than ICM. This
product knowledge is currently not being used by ICM. However, if ICM can use this product
knowledge, a better product in terms of quality, costs or functionality might be possible.
Therefore, supplier involvement could lead to product and process innovation due to their
specific product knowledge.
Because ICM needs to know more about the possibilities of making use of their suppliers
capabilities, they asked the author to conduct a research and write this master thesis.
1

1.3 Research question
The problem statement results in the main research question: How can suppliers contribute to
the product and process innovation of ICM?
To be able to answer the main research question, this main research question needs to be
divided into two pieces, followed by several sub questions.
Research question:
1. Which role can suppliers have in product and process innovation of ICM?
2. What conditions does ICM need to be enabled to benefit from suppliers?
Sub questions:
1. Which role can suppliers have in product and process innovation?
2. How is ICM currently selecting their suppliers, are these suppliers performing well and
are the suppliers contributing to product and process innovation?
3. How should ICM organize the procurement in the future to be able to benefit from
product and process innovation from supplier contributions?
4. Which modifications need to be made at ICM?
To answer the sub questions the research consists of four different parts. Part one is a
literature study were theory is being used to explain which role suppliers can have in product
and process innovation. Part two is an internal research at ICM and part three is an external
research with suppliers input to solve sub question two. Part four will use all previous parts:
the literature study, the current situation, and the suppliers input, to provide ICM with
guidelines and modifications how to organize procurement at ICM to benefit from supplier
contributions towards product and process innovation.

1.4 Outline
The thesis is described in eight chapters. In the first chapter (1) an introduction towards the
thesis will be given. The second chapter (2) the research method will be discussed. The third
chapter (3) is a literature study. Here, various topics will be covered to create a good
understanding of the various supplier involvement enablers. In chapter (4) the current situation
at ICM will be considered. In chapter (5) supplier cooperation, the results of the external
research will be presented. In chapter (6) implications will be given towards ICM on
modifications that need to be made. In chapter (7) the final conclusions and recommendations
will be given. Finally, in chapter (8) a reflection will be given about the thesis and some
implications, and recommendations for the future will be made.
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2. Method
In the previous chapter an introduction of the research topic at ICM is given, and research
questions have been developed. In this chapter, the research design and conceptual model
of the research will be discussed.

2.1 Research design
As can be read in the introduction, the main research question is: how can suppliers contribute
to the product and process innovation of ICM? In order to answer this research question, a
business problem-solving approach, as is defined by Aken, Berends & Bij (2007), is being
used to solve this business problem.
The business problem-solving approach is based on the regulative cycle described by Aken
et al. (2007) and is divided in six phases. These phases are problem mess, problem definition,
analysis and diagnosis, plan of action, intervention, and evaluation. Figure 2.1 contains the
regulative cycle with all different phases.
The first two phases, problem mess and problem definition, are executed with the
development of the research proposal. Here, initial interviews were held with all departments
of ICM to be able to properly pinpoint the problem. The research proposal is communicated
with ICM and the university to have a clear definition which problem the research will resolve.

Problem mess

Evaluation

Problem definition

Intervention

Analyzing
& Diagnose
Plan of Action

Figure 2.1: Regulative cycle

The analysis and diagnose phase is the foundation of the research that will be executed. This
will lead to a plan of action i.e. implications for ICM. The intervention and evaluation will not
be included in this research due to the limited time available.
Before analyzing and diagnosing the current situation first a research perspective needs to be
developed according to Verschuren & Doorewaard (2005). This research perspective will be
created via a literature study. With this research perspective, the various research objects will
be analyzed and diagnosed. Which will lead to possible implications.

2.2 Conceptual model
A more profound explanation on how to solve this business problem is given in the conceptual
project design. This is being made following the principles of Verschuren & Doorewaard (2005)
as can be seen in Figure 2.2.
There are four different stages in this research. The first stage (a) uses literature from various
topics. This will be used to answer the following research question: which role can suppliers
have in product and process innovation? Besides, the answer from this research question
constructs and dimensions will be developed for stage b.
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Figure 2.2: Conceptual project design

In the second stage (b) qualitative research methods e.g. interviews, desk research, and
questionnaires are being used to answer the question: how is ICM currently selecting their
suppliers? Are these suppliers performing well? Are the suppliers contributing towards product
and process innovation? As can be seen in Figure 2.2 there is an internal research which
focusses on the business processes of ICM and there is an external research which focusses
on the suppliers of ICM. The results of both studies will be confronted with the findings from
literature, which is stage c (analysis of results). In stage c the following research question will
also be answered: how should ICM organize the procurement in the future to be able to benefit
from product and process innovation from supplier contributions? In the last stage (d,
implications), the results of both analysis will be confronted with each other, which will answer
the last research question: which modifications need to be made at ICM? Those modifications
are the implications for ICM.
When all four stages are completed these will be used to make conclusions and give an
answer to the main research question: how can suppliers contribute to the product and
process innovation of ICM?

2.3 Quality of research
The quality of research criteria are: controllability, reliability, and validity (Aken et al., 2007).
This research is controllable, as for each stage a method section is included to describe the
procedure. The reliability will be assured by making use of various data sources i.e.
triangulation (Aken et al., 2007) e.g. interviews at various business levels and departments
within ICM, supplier response data of the questionnaire and internal documents. The validity
of this research is assured due to the development of a research perspective, because several
dimensions will be used to measure one construct. This will lead towards a research that
complies to quality standards.

2.4 Conclusion
This research is a business problem-solving project. Therefore, the regulative cycle is being
used to develop a solution for the business problem of ICM. In order to create a better
understanding of the topic, a research perspective is developed via a literature study. This
research perspective will be used for development of research material and the analysis,
which will lead towards implications for ICM. These implications will be used to solve the
business problem of ICM and this is done while meeting the quality requirements of research.
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3. Literature review
The role of suppliers in innovation will be further analyzed in this literature review. The
literature review will answer the following question: which role can suppliers have in product
and process innovation? At first, the literature methodology will be discussed. Secondly,
several sub questions will be answered to create a more in-depth understanding of the role
suppliers have in incremental and radical innovation. These sub questions are specifically
developed for this literature study. Next, via various topics, how to engage suppliers in new
product development and innovation will be discussed. Hereafter, possible challenges and
implications of supplier involvement will be discussed. This will lead to the development of a
research model. Finally, the main research question of this literature study will be answered
in the conclusion.

3.1 Research method literature review
In this section, the method used to perform the literature review is described. First of all,
several books about purchasing and creating partnership were studied. After reading these
books, the concept of supplier involvement became known. Hereafter, several different
searches on Scopus were performed. From these search results, the most relevant articles
were selected, based on citations. These relevant articles were downloaded and read,
depending on the title and abstract of the article. This already resulted in a great overview of
the possibilities of supplier involvement. However, due to the big citation numbers on older
articles, newer articles were not directly selected. In order to find newer material several
keywords were generated and only articles from 2014 and newer were selected. This time
frame was chosen due to the fact that the gathered articles already gave interesting insights.
Also extended literature reviews of Johnsen (2009) and Mirzaei (2014) were already found.
and could be used to determine which aspects need to be further analyzed. Therefore, in the
selected time frame the search of new articles is assumed to be sufficient.
Developed keywords: (NPD OR New Product Development OR Product Development) AND
(Relationship OR Cooperation OR Involvement OR Integration OR Partnership) AND
(Supplier OR Purchasing)
Years included 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018
Paper language in English
Selected sources: International Journal Of Logistics Systems And Management, International
Journal Of Procurement Management, International Journal Of Productivity And Performance
Management, International Journal Of Production Research, International Journal Of Project
Management International, International Journal Of Industrial Organization, International
Journal Of Innovation Management, Journal Of Industrial Engineering And Management,
Journal Of Operations And Production Management, Journal Of Product Innovation
Management, and Journal Of Supply Chain Management.
The search results were then checked on title and abstract and, if useful, downloaded. Once
reading the recent articles, also older interesting research papers were noted and checked
whether applicable for this literature review. Due to this approach, several articles were
included in this literature research to give a comprehensive overview of the available literature.
With these papers, useful insights are being used to develop a research model. This research
model consists of the most important supplier involvement enablers which includes supplier
involvement and continuous improvement processes.
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3.2 Innovation
In this section of the literature review, the following research question will be answered: What
is the role of suppliers in radical and incremental innovation? To be able to answer this
research question, three sub questions are being answered: which forms of innovations are
there? How to create innovation? And why involve suppliers in innovation? These
sub questions will give a more in-depth understanding.

3.2.1 Which forms of innovations are there?
To be able to explain which role suppliers can play in innovation, firstly, the concept of
innovation need to be further explained. According to Garcia and Calantone (2002), there are
three types of innovation: radical, really new, and incremental innovations. These will be
described hereafter.
Radical innovations are defined as innovations that use a new technology, which creates a
new market infrastructure. Therefore, radical innovations do not often fulfill a recognized
demand, but create a demand that was not known to customers until the innovation appeared.
This new demand has the potential to create completely new industries (Garcia & Calantone,
2002).
The opposite of radical innovation is incremental innovation. Incremental innovation can be
defined as a new product that provides new features, benefits, or improvements to the existing
technology in the existing market (Garcia & Calantone, 2002).
Really new innovations is the category that falls between radical and incremental innovation.
As radical innovations use new technology to create a new market. Really new innovations
only use new technology in an existing market or already common technology in a new market
(Garcia & Calantone, 2002). According to Garcia and Calantone (2002) really new products
and radical innovations are often confused by researchers, because the margins are smaller.
I will illustrate the difference between radical and incremental innovation with an example. If
an engine manufacturer develops a new fuel combustion engine, that has the same
performance, but has lower fuel consumption compared to the old engine. That is an example
of incremental innovation, because there is a new product that outperforms the old product.
However, the difference is not that big that it will change the industrial landscape. An example
of radical innovation is, when that engine manufacturer builds a new type of engine. A
hydrogen fuel powered engine, or an electrical engine for example. However, at this moment
of time these engines are not new to the world anymore and should be considered as a really
new innovation. They could have the possibility to change the industry landscape and create
a need that customers did not have before. This might persuade them to step into the new
market of emission-free transportation.

3.2.2 How to create innovation?
Here incremental and radical innovations will be discussed, and a short description will be
given how these create innovation. The core principle of continuous improvement is to
continuously determine the root cause of inefficiencies and apply countermeasures (Liker,
2004). It can, therefore, be argued that continuous improvement leads to incremental
innovation. As it uses the current product to develop a new product. This is also in line with
Bessant and Caffyn (1997) who define continuous improvement as “an organization-wide
process of focused and sustained incremental innovation” (Nilsson‐Witell, Antoni, &
Dahlgaard, 2005).
Radical innovations, on the other hand, often begins with a blank sheet. Information is needed,
to be able, to develop a new product or business opportunity. Both technical and market
6

information is needed to be able to spot a possible business opportunity. Therefore, for the
development of radical innovations often information outside the organization is needed
(O’Connor & Rice, 2001). This is contradictory to incremental innovations build on previous
products. Incremental innovations, therefore, require less new information on markets and
technologies to develop a new product (Eling, Griffin, & Langerak, 2014). The process of
developing innovations is not without risks. Because to create one successful idea, on
average, there are 8.7 ideas needed (Lee & Markham, 2016).

3.2.3 Why involve suppliers in innovation?
As been described in the introduction, firms are facing increased competition to: develop faster
innovative products, produce cheaper products, and produce products with higher quality to
fulfill customer demands and hold market share (Monczka, Handfield, Scannell, Ragatz, &
Frayer, 2000; Stalk & Hout, 1990). As the different types of innovation are described and how
these can be created, there is a need for both technical and market information. In this section,
there will be discussed why suppliers have a role in innovation.
Involving suppliers started to get recognized when Toyota caught the attention of other car
manufactures in the 1980s. Because Toyota designed cars faster, with more reliability and
against a competitive cost while paying relatively high Japanese wages (Liker, 2004). Not only
Toyota, but also other Japanese car manufacturers were able to create better performance,
in product development lead time and cost, in comparison with western car manufacturers.
According to Johnsen (2009), Clark (1989) was one of the first to explore the role of supplier
involvement and explained what it meant for the product development performance. Clark
(1989) described that American car manufacturers relied on in-house development of new
products, while Japanese manufactures relied more on suppliers development capabilities.
The use of the development capabilities of suppliers is also called supplier involvement. By
involving the suppliers into their development process, Japanese car manufacturers were able
to develop a car with only a third of in-house engineering hours and complete a vehicle
eighteen months faster than European and American competitors (Clark, 1989).
From 1989 scholars developed the subject of early supplier involvement and described in
more detail what it is. Monczka et al. (2000) summarizes the positive outcomes: faster time to
market, lower costs, higher quality, better design/technology in the finished product, better
design of the purchased item, smoother ramp-up to volume production, design that was easier
and less costly for the supplier to execute, and companies are better positioned to access new
technologies for future new product development.
However, both Johnsen (2009) and van Weele (2018) summarize that there are also studies
that describe the negative effects of early supplier involvement. For example, Hartley (1997)
was not able to prove that engaging suppliers early in product development result in better ontime performance of suppliers. Hartley (1997) argues that this contrasting result follows from
a flaw in the strategical selecting procedure. This flaw meant that companies had cost as the
main selection criteria, instead of technical capabilities. Therefore, suppliers were incapable
of developing new products. Also, van Weele (2018) concludes that contradictory results can
be explained by the fact that strategic, operational, and collaboration management processes
are not, or not sufficiently implemented in the company.
Because supplier involvement makes use of different management processes, it is not suitable
to just use one theory or methodology (van Weele, 2018). Therefore, the next section will give
an overview of the most valuable concepts found in literature.
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3.3 Supplier involvement
After explaining what the role of suppliers in innovation can be, the following question that will
be answered is: how to engage suppliers in new product development and innovation? To be
able to answer this question several concepts will be discussed. The first concept that will be
discussed is the cyclical purchasing model of van Weele, van Berkel-Schoonen, and Walhof
(2017). The cyclical purchase model is included because it describes how every purchasing
phase has an influence on the purchase function. Besides, it emphasizes the importance of
strategy.
To create success with new product development while involving suppliers, a focus towards
an innovation strategy helps. As it has a positive effect on supplier collaborations and strategic
sourcing (Luzzini, Amann, Caniato, Essig, & Ronchi, 2015). This will result into strategic
decision-making processes and those will form operational management processes. Within
these operational management processes, the appropriate level of supplier involvement, with
which suppliers will be cooperated, and what level of performance the suppliers should match
is identified (van Echtelt, Wynstra, van Weele, & Duysters, 2008). As already has been
emphasized, van Weele (2018) concluded that strategic, operational, and collaboration
management processes need to be sufficiently implemented into the company in order to
make a chance of benefitting from supplier involvement.
These management processes are incorporated in the cyclical purchasing model of van Weele
et al. (2017). This cyclical purchase model is depicted in Figure 3.1. It divides the purchasing
process into four different phases: strategy, sourcing, implementation, and management. It is
also an evolution of the linear purchasing model of van Weele (2014). Which can still be seen
as process steps of phase two and four. The different phases of the model will be explained
hereafter.

Figure 3.1: Cyclical purchasing model adapted from van Weele et al. (2017)
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In the first phase, the strategy will be chosen. Here, both an internal and external analysis will
be made. For example, an analysis of the sourcing package of the company will be made. The
other analysis involve the developments in the supplier markets (van Weele et al., 2017). With
this information, a purchasing strategy can be made.
The second phase sourcing involves the first three steps of the linear purchasing model of van
Weele (2014). These first three steps are specification, selection, and contracting. In the
sourcing phase, the strategy is transformed towards a sourcing plan and starts with the detail
of specification of the needed product. Functional specifications describe what functionality
the product must have. While technical specifications describe the technical properties and
characteristics. Most of the time a technical drawing of the product is included (van Weele,
2014). These two forms, functional and technical specifications, are the most extreme.
There also are forms that fall in the middle. Depending on the level of specification a different
input from suppliers is also needed. Monczka et al. (2000) defined four supplier input levels:
none, white box, grey box, and black box. None is linked towards high technical specifications
were the supplier can only execute the given order. Black box is when the buyer only defines
what the product will do and gives the supplier all opportunities to make the product. Therefore,
these black box suppliers need to have product development capabilities (Monczka et al.,
2000). The buyer can give several restrictions to suppliers to make sure the product of the
supplier can cooperate with other products that are already being used. Examples of these
restrictions are height or weight dimensions but also the usage of a specific connector could
be requested.
After the specification of the needed functionality, or needed product. The selection of possible
suppliers will be made depending on the selection criteria. Here one or more suppliers will be
selected for an in-depth comparison. Based on different selection criteria the best supplier will
be chosen to be contracted. Once a new supplier is contracted, the next phase,
implementation will start.
Phase three, the implementation, involves integrating the new supplier in all computer
administration systems. Check if work procedures might need to be changed. Determine how
key performance measures will be measured. If changes in work procedures are required or
if new computer programs need to be used by the employees. Training the employees is also
incorporated when needed (van Weele et al., 2017).
Finally, phase four, management of the cyclical purchasing model, involves the final three
steps of the linear purchasing model: ordering, expediting, and ends with the follow-up and
evaluation phase. It is the operational heart of the purchasing model where buyers place
orders at suppliers and check for adequate delivery of the goods. If any problems occur these
then need to be fixed (van Weele et al., 2017).
The four phases are only properly executed, when the two conditions: stakeholder
management and risk management are being met. Because if the right stakeholders are not
involved or risks cannot be properly addressed. It will be hard to make sure the right
countermeasures are being taken. This could result in performance issues for the company
on different organizational levels (van Weele et al., 2017).
The process of purchasing is now described and although in the specification phase a small
hint is given about supplier involvement, with the supplier input levels of Monczka et al. (2000).
There is no profound answer on how to involve suppliers. In order to answer this question, a
distinction is being made between innovation management literature and operational
management literature. The innovation management literature focusses on collaboration
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processes in new product development. While operational management tries to create a more
efficient process with continuous improvement programs (Patrucco, Luzzini, & Ronchi, 2017).
First, the new product development concepts will be explained thereafter the continuous
improvement concept will be explained.

3.3.1 Involving supplier in new product development
In order to explain how suppliers can be involved in new product development processes, an
important factor is the timing of involvement. The next concept will give an overview of what
the relation is between the detail of specification, the degree of purchasing freedom, and the
cost of engineering changes during the different phases of new product development projects.
Therefore, this will give insight in when to involve supplier.
On the horizontal axis of Figure 3.2, the different process steps of new product development
are displayed. With each step in the new product development process, from concept
development towards pilot-production / start-up, the degree of purchasing freedom will go
down. The level detail of specifications will go up and also the costs of engineering changes
will go up. This implicates that most costs can be saved right at the beginning of the new
product development project. Once the project is in one of the later stages, it would be near
to impossible to change the product radically due to high changing costs (Wynstra, 1998).

Figure 3.2: Room for achieving cost reductions through product design (Wynstra, 1998)

If a company wants to benefit from supplier involvement, it needs to involve the supplier right
in the beginning. As the detail of specifications and the cost of engineering changing is low.
Besides, suppliers might give hints about how to produce a product less costly (Wagner,
2012). However, this only makes sense for the black box suppliers. These suppliers use
functional specifications to build and develop products by themselves. For white box suppliers,
that will build to specifications, it is less convenient to involve them right in the beginning. The
level of detail will be too low, and these suppliers do not have the capabilities to develop the
products themselves. It is, therefore, better to inform white box suppliers about the new
upcoming product so that they can arrange production capacity.
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The level of detail in specification makes a distinction in which suppliers should be involved.
Because it is not appropriate for every supplier to be involved in the early stages of product
development. Schoenherr and Wagner (2016) state that: if supplier involvement in the concept
development phase is required, only partners with comparable business cultures, strategic
orientation, behaviors, and mindsets should be selected.
Now there is a greater understanding of when the suppliers need to be involved. The next
concept will address which products are interesting for supplier involvement. This is done,
because not every product is suitable for supplier involvement. To explain the difference
between products, Figure 3.3 the strategy portfolio matrix of Monczka, Handfield, Giunipero
and Patterson (2008), will be used.

Figure 3.3: Strategy portfolio matrix (Monczka et al., 2008)
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The strategy portfolio matrix of Monczka et al. (2008) can be used to develop strategy, tactics,
and operations for different kind of products. These products are distinguished on the value
potential of the product and the complexity, or risk impact of the product. This results in a
quadrant with bottleneck, critical, leverage, and routine items. These form the core of the
model. These different product categories will be explained hereafter.
The bottleneck products are products from a niche market, where not many suppliers are
operating in. Purchasing needs to make sure not to run out of supply and ensure the continuity
of this product (Monczka et al., 2008).
Critical products are used to create a competitive advantage for the buyer and are important
for business continuity. Therefore, partnerships with suppliers need to be made (Monczka et
al., 2008).
Leverage products are readily available and are used in big volumes. The preferred suppliers
of these products are expected to significantly reduce the costs over time. In return, these
suppliers can get multiple year agreements. For leverage products, the goal is to maximize
commercial advantage (Monczka et al., 2008).
Routine products are not that special and alternative suppliers are easy to find. The focus here
is to make the acquisition process simpler. For example, bring the number of suppliers down.
One supplier for all office material instead of one for paper, one for staples, one for stamps,
etcetera (Monczka et al., 2008).
This product differentiation can also be used to give insight in which products are suitable for
supplier involvement. As been explained in Figure 3.2, involving white box suppliers, that build
to specification, early in the process is not very appropriate. Therefore, routine items are not
directly the first suppliers to cooperate in an early stage of new product development. The
suppliers of critical items, that develop a product on their own, are more suitable of including
earlier in the product development process.
Wynstra and Pierick (2000) used this same logic to create the supplier involvement portfolio
in Figure 3.4. The difference is, that the supplier involvement portfolio of Wynstra and Pierick
(2000) uses the degree of responsibility of the supplier for product development and the
development risk of the product to categorize suppliers in four categories. This was done
because just using Figure 3.3 to determine which supplier to involve early in the product
development process gave unsatisfying results (Wynstra & Pierick, 2000). However, both
Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 are implemented in this literature study, to give a more in-depth
understanding of which supplier to involve and when.
After developing the supplier involvement portfolio on the degree of development responsibility
of the supplier and the development risk, guidelines were added for appropriate
communication between buyer and supplier depending on their category. The communication
guidelines are an important reason to involve this supplier involvement portfolio in this
literature review.
As you can see in Figure 3.4, suppliers have been divided into four categories: strategic
development, critical development, arms-length development, and routine development.
Because these categories are using two dimensions, these will be used instead of the black
and white box suppliers categories of Monczka et al. (2000) that only differentiate of supplier
responsibility. This helps to get a better understanding of the difference between suppliers and
how to involve them.
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Figure 3.4: Guidelines for collaboration relationships adapted from Wynstra and Pierick (2000)

The information in Figure 3.4 gives more in-depth understating of how to collaborate with
suppliers in product development. Wynstra and Pierick (2000) also argue that manufactures,
who do not distinguish between strategic development suppliers and routine suppliers will,
lose benefits of engineering hours made by suppliers due to increased coordinating.
Therefore, a clear distinction is needed and Figure 3.4 gives indications which communication
processes could be used. Hereafter, there will be explained how this concept can be combined
with the earlier described concepts.
For example, suppliers that fall into the strategic development category, will probably be
involved in the concept development phase, see Figure 3.2. No clear specifications are set
yet by the buyer because he gives the supplier freedom to design and develop an appropriate
product. With this high development responsibility for the suppliers, also high risks are
involved. The supplier and buyer, therefore, need to have close regular contact about a lot of
details, both technical and commercial, to make sure they understand each other correctly
(Wynstra & Pierick, 2000).
For suppliers that fall in the critical development category, the buyer needs to get information
from the supplier. The supplier builds parts that are essential for the final product but are not
very special to them. However, the buyer needs details about these parts to be able to make
a final design. Therefore suppliers in this category are often contacted by the
buyer/manufacturer (Wynstra & Pierick, 2000).
The suppliers in category arms-length development have concrete functional and technical
specifications about the product that needs to be developed. If some details are not clear to
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the supplier, or the supplier has questions about the products to be created. They will need to
contact the buyer or manufacturer (Wynstra & Pierick, 2000).
The last category is routine development. Suppliers in this category only have to deliver the
requested product on time. These products are already fully developed by the manufacturer.
Therefore, there is a low supplier development responsibility and there are no development
risks involved. The buyer and supplier only keep each other up to date about updates in the
specifications and costs. Because, little communication needed, only one contact point is
assigned from either side (Wynstra & Pierick, 2000).
The previous concepts gave insight into what the appropriate moment of involvement of
various suppliers is. Now it is possible to examine what the role of the purchasing department
is in involving suppliers with product development.
In various studies about supplier involvement, the purchasing department has an important
role. Van Weele, (2014) argues that purchasing decisions cannot be made in isolation and
should not be aimed only at optimizing the purchasing performance. Because, these decisions
have an effect on other business activities. Due to these effects on other business activities,
it is useful to make use of cross-functional teams (van Weele et al., 2017). Lakemond, van
Echtelt and Wynstra (2001) have researched which different configurations of purchasing
departments there are, in the development of new products, while making use of crossfunctional teams. As teams provide the highest degree of coordination in an organization
(Olson, Walker, & Ruekert, 1995). This resulted in six different configurations, which are
shown in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Configurations of purchasing involvement in new product development projects adapted from
Lakemond et al. (2001)
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Lakemond et al. (2001) differentiate on project complexity and project size. Project complexity
depends on the number of different product backgrounds that are needed. If several products
need to cooperate with each other, this is more complex than just one. The project size implies
the need of permanent integration of purchasing specialists. The project size might grow as
newer, more innovative technologies are being used (Lakemond et al., 2001).
Lakemond et al. (2001) make a distinction between ad hoc projects (A and D), part-time
projects (B and E), and dedicated projects (C and F). As the dedication to the project increases
more permanent members are assigned. The projects that are very complex need to be
coordinated. Therefore, configurations D, E and F have a purchasing coordinator. As can be
seen in Figure 3.5.
Figure 3.5 gives insight on how to involve purchasing, but does not give an answer to the
question: who of purchasing needs to be involved? This is important, because depending on
the project size different purchasing capabilities are needed. For example, in an ad hoc
project, it might be suitable to corporate with operational purchasers and ask them small
details. However, for more demanding projects this is not possible. These projects require full
dedication of purchasers. Therefore, Schiele (2010) suggest splitting the purchasing
department into two units advanced sourcing and life-cycle sourcing.
Advanced sourcing refers to purchasers that are actively involved in new product development
projects, while life-cycle sourcing takes over once the product is in production. Purchasers
with a strong technical background would be placed in advanced sourcing. While purchasers
with a strong commercial background would be placed in the life-cycle sourcing or strategic
sourcing staff (Mikkelsen & Johnsen, 2018).
Another argument for this split in the purchasing function is, that the best supplier for
development of the product might not necessarily be the best supplier for the rest of the life
cycle (Schiele, 2010). To divide the purchasing department in a product development and an
operational part, also the two key roles of purchasing: contributing to new product
development and managing overall cost are split (Schiele, 2010).

3.3.2 Involving supplier in continuous improvement
After explaining how suppliers can be involved in new product development, with the help of
purchasers in new product development teams. There is another field of interest that involves
suppliers to create new products, this is called continuous improvement. First some
background information about continuous improvement theory will be given. Hereafter, how
suppliers can help to create better products will be discussed.
The principles used in continuous improvement programs mainly focus on eliminating waste
in the production line. This involves searching for root causes that create waste and eliminating
these causes. The idea of continuous improvement is that every improvement leads to
savings. These savings could be working hours, machine hours, material needed, and more.
These savings can then be used for creating more products without hiring extra personnel for
example. Also, a small improvement is easier to realize than a big improvement. However, all
these small improvements together can be bigger than one big improvement. These
continuous improvement programs are available in many different forms. However, they are
always people oriented (Liker, 2004; Moody, 1993; Nelson, Mayo, & Moody, 1998; Robinson,
1991).
Not only production can benefit from continuous improvement, but also the innovativeness of
the company can benefit from it. Because, in order to create savings often improved products
are needed that are: better designed for production, have fewer defects or outperform the
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previous product on other specifications. This is a different approach than new product
development. However, also in this approach suppliers can have an important contribution.
Due to the fact that continuous improvement strategies focus on the core competences of the
company. Manufactures might not be capable of creating products completely on their own.
Therefore, manufacturers need to develop partnerships with suppliers to ensure the
commitment of suppliers to meet the continuously increasing product quality standards. Once
the new standard is being met by the supplier, the supplier needs to be rewarded (Liker, 2004).
If needed, the buyer needs to help, to improve even further. This is needed to create selfreliant suppliers (Nelson et al., 1998). Self-reliant suppliers are important for
buyers/manufactures because this will lower risks of non-delivery. To create self-reliant
suppliers, supplier development programs can be used. These supplier development
programs are programs were supplier and buyer both are making efforts to improve the
product. This kind of collaborations can only be created once you are a world class customer
to your supplier (Moody, 1993).
Being a world-class customer is important, because it takes two to make a partnership. This
will lead to costs savings, time savings, better products and processes, and improvement in
supplier organization and professional skills (Moody, 1993). In order to become a world-class
customer you first have to ask suppliers for areas that you can improve, tell your suppliers
what you will do to improve, invite your supplier to see how their product is used in the end
product, and finally work with them to create the best product (Nelson et al., 1998). Therefore,
purchasing is not a support function in continuous improvement programs. As purchasing
encourages suppliers to rethink design details and expect that supplier will lead the way in
new process and product technologies (Nelson et al., 1998).
However, continuous improvement is not simple, it requires a long-term strategy that might
have a negative impact on short time results and people or partners that are always searching
for improvements to eliminate wastes out of the production process, to create a process
without any wastes. This will result in a problem-solving organization named continuous
improvement (Liker, 2004).
Continuous improvement has, however, some limits. It is argued that, due to the partnership
structure, only incremental products will be developed. Because, suppliers might not invest in
new technologies, as these technologies might harm their own business (Mikkelsen &
Johnsen, 2018). This downside, that it would only produce incremental innovations, was one
of the reasons why Toyota has used new product development techniques, that are described
earlier, to develop the hybrid car Prius in 1995. As Toyota heavily relies on continuous
improvement strategies to improve their cars. (Liker, 2004). This emphasizes the need of both
business processes in a modern production company.

3.3.3 Intermediate conclusion
This section started with addressing the importance of strategic, operational, and collaboration
management processes that need to be sufficiently implemented into the company, in order
to make a proper chance of benefitting from supplier involvement (van Weele, 2018).
Hereafter, was explained how new product development processes work and how suppliers
could be categorized. This categorization gave implications for communication with the
suppliers. The last concept gave insight on how the purchasing department is involved into
product development. With the explanation of continuous improvement that uses partnerships
to create incremental innovations. It became clear that modern production companies need
new product development processes as well as continuous improvement processes to
generate innovation. The purchasing department has an important role in creating and sustain
supplier relations/partnerships that are important for these processes to created innovation.
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Because, the formal role of purchasing is to involve external sources of goods and services
that are needed for the operation against the most favorable conditions. (Monczka et al., 2000;
Moody, 1993; Nelson et al., 1998; van Weele et al., 2017).

3.4 Possible challenges of supplier integration.
There are several challenges that have to be overcome before a supplier can help with product
and process innovation. These include strategy, operational, collaboration, and trust
challenges.
To start, both the supplier and manufacturer need to have a strategic focus towards innovation.
This has a positive impact on supplier collaboration, strategic sourcing and innovation
performance (Luzzini et al., 2015). Contradictory to the innovation strategy is a strategy
focused on lowest cost only. This strategy will result in distrust of suppliers (Liker, 2004). For
first tier suppliers, who supply the manufacturer, a short-term profit strategy might lead to an
incapable engineering department and second-tier supply base, these supply the first tier
supplier, for the creation and development of new products (van Echtelt, 2004).
Other strategic challenges can be the lack of management commitment (Monczka et al.,
2000), misunderstandings about how the organization of the buyer/supplier functions and a
difference in business cultures (van Weele, 2018). These could lead to the unwillingness of
both parties to take risks in the development of new products (van Weele, 2018). Another
possible challenge is integrating suppliers due to ineffective supplier selection processes
(Monczka et al., 2000).
All strategic challenges also create challenges on an operational level. For example, if a
manufacturing company has limited experience in new product development this could lead
to cultural misalignment. As a result, the company can suffer from a not invented here
syndrome and supplier knowledge can be seen as a threat by research and development staff
(Chesbrough, 2003; Monczka et al., 2000; van Weele, 2018). If a manufacturer decides to
divest engineering to the supplier this could lead to a loss of knowledge or skills that might
influence future projects (van Echtelt, 2004). Lack of experience in new product development
can also lead to integration challenges, were research and development, purchasing, and
production staff are not properly aligned in a cross-functional team. To create a crossfunctional team to share knowledge and create the best product, companies need to abandon
the silo culture (Monczka et al., 2000; Schiele, 2010; van Weele, 2018).
Another possible downside on involving suppliers early in the process is that a manufacturer
can become dependent on the supplier. If suppliers are involved in the concept development
phase of product development, there might be a ‘lock-in’ effect (Handfield, Ragatz, Petersen,
& Monczka, 1999; van Echtelt, 2004). Making it difficult to change of supplier due to the high
cost of design changes. For example, this can be the use of a technology that is only used by
the involved supplier. Involving suppliers too early into the new product development process
could mean that the development process is slowing down instead of speeding up. Also if
suppliers are involved early this will lead to higher relationship cost (van Echtelt, 2004).
A category that also needs to be covered properly by both the supplier and the manufacturer,
involves collaboration challenges. If a product development project starts without clear
agreements, several challenges might occur in the program and goal alignment. Firstly, there
could be misunderstandings between the aims and the levels of commitment from both parties
(van Echtelt, 2004), which could lead to ill-defined roles and responsibilities (Monczka et al.,
2000). Secondly, there can be disagreements about sharing pains and gains of the
collaboration project (van Weele, 2018).
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These disagreements in sharing pains and gains can be present, if there is a high technology
uncertainty in the market. This might influence the suppliers willingness to cooperate.
Cooperation in the concept development stage, while being in a turbulent market situation,
comes with risks. Buyers can, for instance, change their minds and leave the supplier without
any benefits after having invested in the beginning of the project (Schoenherr & Wagner,
2016). To overcome these competitive concerns, both companies need to make agreements
on competitive pricing, sharing risks and rewards, and design standardization (Monczka et al.,
2000). The last agreement that needs to be made is to have honest and effective
communication. This involves how to interact with each other and which communication
channels will be used (Monczka et al., 2000).
The last challenge that will be addressed is trust. Trust is an important aspect because product
development projects involve risks. Therefore, it is important that both companies can trust
each other to create better products (Mikkelsen & Johnsen, 2018; Monczka et al., 2000).
Therefore, it is problematic if both companies do not trust each other. As problems need to be
tackled. This is also one of the reasons that Schoenherr and Wagner (2016) state that if
supplier involvement in the concept development phase is required, only partners with
comparable business cultures, strategic orientation, behaviors, and mindsets should be
selected. It can, therefore, be argued that solving strategy, operational, and project agreement
issues result in a mutual understanding.

3.5 Implications
After emphasizing the importance of supplier involvement in innovation, several concepts of
supplier involvement are described and challenges are explained. These challenges have to
be encountered and result in implications for companies that want to make use of supplier
involvement. Before the implications will be discussed, first the reader must know supplier
involvement involves people and according to van Weele (2018) this human interaction has
the most effect on the collaboration activities. Therefore, supplier involvement is not simple to
implement. However, within this literature study, the most important implications will be
discussed. The implications are divided into strategy, operational, project or collaboration, and
trust.
A long-term strategy is important for a company who wants to involve suppliers in product
development. This long-term strategy can include technology roadmaps and sharing these
with suppliers, can improve strategy alignment. Technology roadmaps also make it easier to
select new suppliers, on both the short and long-term, that complement to the strategy. Once
a clear strategy is defined by management this also incorporates management commitment
to execute the strategy. If the strategy is communicated towards the workers, this can also
lead to an improved understanding of the need for supplier integration and results in a focus
towards core competencies. Companies that want to benefit from supplier involvement should
abandon lowest cost strategies and implement an innovation-focused strategy (Luzzini et al.,
2015; Monczka et al., 2000).
The change towards an innovation strategy has an influence on operational processes (Luzzini
et al., 2015). It might result in other selection criteria for suppliers such as development
capabilities, monitoring supply markets for new innovations, the split of purchasing in an
advanced sourcing and a lifecycle sourcing team (Schiele, 2010). The advanced sourcing
team will be part of a new product development team, that consists of team members with
different backgrounds, forming a cross-functional team. This team must guard against
possible dependencies on suppliers by standardizing products if possible. Other operational
items that this team needs to discuss, is how to categorize suppliers. This involves making
guidelines for the number of contact moments and the moment of involvement of suppliers.
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The lifecycle sourcing team has different responsibilities and focuses on the quality and lower
the total cost of ownership of the purchased products (Monczka et al., 2000).
Next project and collaboration processes need to be in place. This involves making
agreements on goals, level of commitment, responsibilities, deadlines, and sharing of pains
and gains. This could be defined in formal or informal contracts to create a mutual
understanding (Monczka et al., 2000; van Weele, 2018). This will also have implications on
how the two companies will interact with each other.
The trust challenges can be solved by the two purchase teams: advance and lifecycle
sourcing. Once the right suppliers are selected and agreements have been made, these teams
are responsible for building the customer-supplier partnership bridge. This bridge consists of
quality, timeliness, communications, flexibility, the attitude of continuous improvement, and
the habit of collaboration. These bridge pillars create trust and are a key element to create
partnerships (Moody, 1993).

3.6 Research model
In the previous sections the different concepts of supplier involvement are discussed, as well
as the challenges that could occur and what implications these have for companies that want
to make use of supplier involvement. This literature study ends with the development of a
research model that will indicate which factors have a positive influence on supplier
involvement in order to create innovation. These supplier involvement enabler factors are
strategy, operational, collaboration, and trust. The factors follow from the earlier described
concepts in section 3.4. Therefore, it is advised to get familiar with these concepts before
experimenting with supplier involvement because there are a lot of factors that influence each
other.

Figure 3.6: The research model

The factors included in the research model are the ones that have the most positive impact
on supplier involvement. These factors will lead to innovations to develop products faster and
less expensive with higher quality. For clarity reasons, definitions for all included variables will
be given.
Strategy processes involve which strategy the company follows. For example, an innovationfocused strategy, were roadmaps are being developed that can be shared among specific
suppliers. This will lead to a distinction in the core business processes of the company and
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outsourcing strategies. A change in strategy is only possible if management commitment is
present.
Operational processes contribute to the strategy processes and involve how the company
creates innovation on an operational level. This could be done with cross-functional teams
and different purchasing department configurations. Here, guidelines need to be made about:
how the need for new products is specified, what the selection criteria for suppliers will be.
Collaboration processes differ from operational processes because these are project and
supplier specific. Within this process, formal or informal contracts are created about: the way
of communication, sharing of risks and rewards, goals and deliverables, and responsibilities.
The meaning of trust is the reliance on the integrity, strength, and ability, of a person or a thing
(“Dictionary.com,” n.d.). For a project with shared commitment, trust is important because the
absence of trust between partners can lead to problems during the project. The earlier
described processes can help in building trust by selecting suppliers with aligned roadmaps
or same business culture and strategy and make collaboration agreements. Also, being a
world class supplier helps to generate trust. As explained earlier this involves asking suppliers
for improvement areas, explain to the supplier how you will improve, tell the supplier how you
use their product and work with them to create the best product (Moody, 1993).
These four supplier involvement enablers form the heart of the research model and can be
used by researchers or companies to examine whether all processes are in place to support
supplier involvement. If not, it gives them indications on how they can use supplier involvement
to create better innovations.
For clarity reasons, the four supplier involvement enablers have been presented in Table 3.1
with the various dimensions that influence the construct. These dimensions can be used for
the development research material. Such as interview guides and questionnaires.
Table 3.1: Constructs and dimensions following from literature review

Construct
Strategy

operational

collaboration

Trust

Dimension
Strategy
roadmap sharing
management commitment
Cross-functional teams
Specification of new products
Selection criteria for suppliers
New product development capabilities
Formal or informal contract preference
agreement on goals
level of commitment
responsibilities
deadlines
sharing pains and gains
type of interaction
superior quality
timeliness
excellent communications
flexibility
An attitude of continuous improvement
The habit of collaboration
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3.7 Conclusion
This section gives insight in which role suppliers can have in product and process innovation.
Firstly, the different forms of innovation have been described. Here a distinction is being made
between radical, really new, and incremental innovations. Secondly, an explanation is given
how innovations can be created. Thirdly, benefits of involving suppliers are addressed.
Fourthly, various concepts are combined to create an overview how to involve suppliers into
product development processes. Hereafter, the challenges and implications of involving
suppliers in product development processes are discussed. Finally, a research model and
table with supplier involvement enablers was proposed. To create these innovations, different
processes are being used. These processes use supplier involvement.
Involving suppliers in product development is important for creating innovation. In product
development, supplier involvement could lead to higher product quality, shorter lead times,
and lower cost (Monczka et al., 2000). Purchasers have an important role to fulfill these
benefits (Lakemond et al., 2001). While in continuous improvement strategic partnering is
used to create: faster time to market, improved design, improved quality, greater
responsiveness, flexibility, and lower cost (Moody, 1993).
However, involving suppliers in product development is also complex. Therefore, several
concepts are being combined to give an extensive overview of actions that need to be
considered. This is done, because van Weele (2018) explained that the usage of just one
concept is not enough to create a great understanding of the concept of supplier involvement.
To develop this understanding, several concepts have been used. These concepts involve:
timing (Wynstra, 1998), the product portfolio matrix (Monczka et al., 2008), communication
(Wynstra & Pierick, 2000), and team configurations (Lakemond et al., 2001). This indicates
that there is a wide range of aspects that need to be in place in order to achieve supplier
involvement. Also continuous improvement theories were explained as a possibility of supplier
involvement. Although it has a different origin namely, waste reduction in manufacturing
processes. Continuous improvement is very useful for creating incremental innovation, as
continuous improvement uses the current product to create a new and better performing
product. While new product development processes are more useful for radical innovation
processes. Because, it often begins on a blank sheet and is not limited to partners that are not
willing to invest in new technologies, that might harm their business. Therefore, both are
needed in a modern production company. However, as ICM is operating in an existing market
and does not have the intention to develop a new technology in a new market, this research
will focus on incremental and really new innovations.
To benefit from supplier involvement, strategic, operational, and collaboration processes need
to be in place. These processes create trust among the supplier and buyer and are the basis
for a healthy partnership. Hereafter, the current situation at ICM will be studied. Here, it will be
checked if the supplier involvement enablers are present.
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4. The current situation at ICM
This chapter aims to give insight into the standard purchasing procedure within ICM. Firstly,
the research method of the internal research will be discussed. Then the standard purchasing
procedure will be depicted. Thereafter, the gathered data will be analyzed using the research
model to examine if and how the early supplier enablers are being used within ICM.
Consequently, a short conclusion will be given about the observations.

4.1 The research method for internal research
For the analysis of the current situation, a description of the current purchasing process of
ICM is required. Interviews have been conducted for more in-depth information about the
various supplier involvement enablers defined in the research model.
Methodical triangulation has been used to describe the standard purchasing procedure at ICM.
These methods are observation, interview, and desk research which involves researching the
different procedures at ICM.
Initially, observations have been made at the purchasing department to create a basic
understanding of the purchasing process. Hereafter, procedures have been analyzed to get
more insight into the purchasing process. The personnel seemed not to be aware of the
documented procedures as eventually only the purchasing and logistics manager was able to
provide materials about the internal ICM procedures. However, these procedures were slightly
outdated (revised in 2015) and partially incomplete, as it did not provide a description of all
processes within ICM. Nevertheless, there is a flowchart available which describes the
purchasing procedure, see appendix A. The flowchart together with the observations are being
used to develop an interview guide for the semi-structured interviews.
The second step of the methodical triangulation has been to conduct semi-structured
interviews to obtain a basic understanding of the current procurement process within ICM. The
main identifiers were supplier performance, and supplier contribution to product and process
innovation.
For the development of the interview guide, two models have been used. The first model is
the linear purchasing model from van Weele (2014), which provides a better understanding of
how the procurement department of ICM functions i.e. ICM’s supplier selection process and
supplier performance measurements. The second model used to develop the interview guide
is the ‘research model’ as presented in Figure 3.6. This model indicates multiple key aspects
of supplier involvement. Both models have been used because they complement each other
to answer the research question.
The semi-structured interview format was used to enable the interviewee to share more indepth information and for the researcher to ask even more about this in-depth information if
applicable. Three separate interview guides were developed for the distinct roles at ICM. An
interview guide for (1) The purchasers, (2) the manager engineering & work preparation, and
(3) the manager purchasing & logistics. These interview guides are depicted in appendix B.
Since this research focuses on the purchasing process of ICM, all active purchasers within
ICM have been interviewed. These five respondents have either a tactical or operational
purchase role within ICM. However, after these interviews, the product specification process
remained unclear. Therefore, the manager engineering & work preparation has been
interviewed for more insight into the engineering department, specifically regarding the
specifications of the purchased products.
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The final interview has been conducted with the manager purchasing & logistics. The main
aim was to verify and gather information about the contracting of suppliers, development
agreements, the followed strategy, and the key performance indicators that are being used for
purchasing. Moreover, clarification has been given regarding topics for which the purchasers
were either not unanimous or not able to provide the information.
The seven interviews were conducted face-to-face in a private environment. The enabling
conditions for the interviews were an introduction about the topic of the interview. Next to that,
the researcher ensured that the interviews would be completely anonymous and there are no
correct or wrong answers. The intention was to create a comfortable setting for the
interviewee. The last step was to ask permission to record the conversation, making the
analysis of the interviews easier such that no valuable information would get lost. On average,
an interview was completed in one hour.
Once all interviews have been conducted, the recordings were used to transcribe the
interviews. Then, the transcribed interviews have been analyzed by using the research model
to selectively code and mark specific parts of the interview. The codes from Table 3.1, have
been used, as this table includes all dimensions of the supplier enabler constructs found in
literature. For example, if an interviewee explains that there are no contracts available with
specific suppliers, then this is marked as a collaboration construct. This because, informal or
formal contract preferences are considered as a collaboration construct. Once all interviews
have been coded, the marked parts were used to create an overview of the current situation.
Hereafter, the analysis was made in which the defined supplier involvement enablers give
insight in how ICM is currently selecting their suppliers.

4.2 Standard purchasing procedure
Here the current purchasing procedure at ICM will be explained. According to van Weele
(2014) a purchasing process consist of six different phases: specification, selecting,
contracting, ordering, expediting, and follow up and evaluation. This process can be seen in
Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Purchasing process model and related concepts (van Weele, 2014)

At ICM the specification phase starts at the engineering department, once the products are
specified, the purchasing department will be responsible for the purchasing process. This is
further explained in appendix A. To get a better in-depth understanding of the actions that
engineering performs at the specification stage, these will be shortly explained.
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Engineering has two types of projects: long and short-term projects. The long-term projects
are used to cope with new market development or regulation changes, and will result in a new
product model. The well-known long-term projects are the roof hatch and personal service
unit. The short-term projects start most of the time with a request from a customer. This
request is reviewed on feasibility by the engineering department. If the request is feasible and
ordered by the customer, the engineering process starts with developing this request. Also
requested changes by production follow this short-term project process.
The distinction between long and short-term projects has implications for the involvement of
other departments. For long-term projects engineering has to cooperate with marketing, sales
organizations, homologation, and sometimes work preparation. Here marketing has to
develop a specification list for a new model year and discusses this with the various sales
organizations. Work preparation is also involved for homologation checks, for regulation
changes, and if large changes are needed. For short-term projects engineering only has to
cooperate with sales support that transfers the customer request towards engineering and
functions as a communication channel of the customer. Illustrative for this are the quotes in
Box 4.1
“We get a question of a customer via sales support, who consult us if the customer requests are
feasible. From the request we will check what we need to change in the bus design.”
“A product is figured out, drawn, and released by engineering. Work preparation puts demand for
the product into the ERP-system and purchasing will buy these products.”
Box 4.1: Quotes from engineer about the start of the specification phase and the general purchasing process

At a certain moment, a tactical purchaser of ICM receives the specifications from engineering,
as can be seen in appendix A. This is independent of long- or short-term engineering projects.
Here the purchasers check whether the specification is correct and includes all the information
needed for suppliers to answer quotation requests. If not, the purchaser will ask engineering
to change certain aspects of the specification. This normally implies making the specification
more uniform or easier to understand for possible suppliers. Illustrative is the quote in Box 4.2.
“we are currently busy with a new roof hatch. Our engineers develop a functional specification for
this product. Once you read this specification there are sometimes improvements to be made to
make the application more uniform”
Box 4.2: Quotes from a purchaser about the specification phase

Once the specification is approved, suppliers are selected. At least two or three and a
maximum of five suppliers are asked for quotations. If possible, one of these suppliers is also
a member of the ICC cooperation. Next, these quotations will be examined and one supplier
is selected. Normally this will result in a contract, according to van Weele (2014). At ICM they
have several options for contracting. These are: a formal contract or informal contracts that
are based on price agreements for multiple years.
When a supplier is addressed towards a product, the product can be ordered. This is done by
the operational purchaser. The operational purchasers check if there is a demand for products
in the ERP system of the company. The demand could be a computed purchasing order (cpo)
or min-max. This has to do with different types of products. The cpo’s are generated once a
new bus has entered the production planning. This creates a demand for various articles. If
demand is higher than the available stock, then the system creates a cpo. Then the operational
purchaser has to order these articles at the supplier. For min-max, the process is easier. If the
stock is dropping below a certain amount, an order suggestion is being generated by the ERP
system. The operational purchaser now has to decide if the product needs to be bought. For
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both types of products, the next steps are the same. Placing an order at the supplier and
receiving an order confirmation with expected delivery date and price. If the buyer agrees, a
confirmation is being sent towards the supplier and information is being entered into the ERP
system. A quote about the ordering phase is represented in Box 4.3.
“The purchaser places an order with expected delivery date. The supplier has to send a
confirmation of the order and the delivery date. This confirmation has to be checked by the
purchaser. If he agrees, he will confirm the order with the supplier and puts information into the
ERP system.”
Box 4.3: Quote from a purchaser about the ordering phase

Once the order is confirmed, the expediting phase starts. As suppliers are not tracked realtime or called in advance at ICM. This means that the operational buyer calls the supplier
when the products were not delivered on the agreed delivery date and make new
arrangements. Illustrative for this are the quotes in Box 4.4.
“I will call the supplier when he is late with delivering products”
“when a delivery is processed by warehousing, I contact the supplier about non-delivered
products. Then I will get the strangest excuses from the supplier, why the products are not
delivered on-time.”
Box 4.4: Quotes from purchasers about the expediting phase

Hereafter, the follow-up and evaluation phase will start if there are any problems. If there are
problems with the invoice, for example too high cost or more products invoiced than delivered,
the administration department will ask procurement to solve the problem with the supplier.
This is illustrated by the quote in Box 4.5. If there are problems with the quality of the products
this is solved by the quality department, which will contact the supplier by themselves.
“it can happen that the order and the invoice are not correct. When this occurs, we get a message
from the finance department with a description of the problem. Most of the time this are price or
quantity issues.”
Box 4.5: Quote from purchaser about the follow-up and evaluation phase

4.3 Analyzing interviews
With the explanation of the procurement process, the interviews will now be analyzed.
Therefore, was the research model used, to examine, how ICM uses the supplier involvement
enablers.

4.3.1 Strategy processes
Strategy
The brand values of ICM are profit of ownership, pride of ownership, driving & handling, and
attracting people with their coaches. According to the brand values of ICM, the company
follows a lowest total cost of ownership strategy for their customers. Which means that a
customer that will acquire a ICM coach would have the lowest cost over the lifetime of the
coach. ICM sums up the total cost of ownership as follows: depreciation, interest, insurance,
tax, cleaning, tire wear, repair, maintenance, fuel, AdBlue, oil, and labor. That ICM follows a
total cost of ownership strategy is also confirmed via the interviews with the engineer, the
purchasing manager, and tactical purchasers.
Roadmap sharing
Another strategic aspect is roadmap sharing. The purchasing and logistics manager explains
that there is no technology roadmap, but there are several targets for short time goals cost,
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customer, and factory. When asking about the new model, which is being developed, and if
suppliers are informed about these specifications. The purchasing and logistics manager
explains that specifications are being developed using customer insights and competitor
analysis. With these specifications, costs are being determined and sales are also estimated
to create a business case. The suppliers are only selected after functional specifications and
the ‘look and feel’ of the product are being developed. These will be sent toward various
suppliers. Hereafter, one supplier is selected. This procedure is in-line with purchaser three.
As he indicates that new bus renders are shared among key suppliers.

4.3.2 Operational processes
Here the operational processes will be discussed. This contains several aspects: the
specification of products, selection criteria for suppliers, the use of key performance indicators,
the use of cross-functional teams, the configuration of the purchasing department, and
evaluation criteria for employees.
Specification of new products
First of all, it will be analyzed how products are specified at ICM. As explained earlier in
section 4.2 engineering makes a distinction between long-term and short-term projects. The
interviewed engineer explains that engineering tries to use functional specifications in longterm projects and develop technical specification together with insights from the supplier. In
short-term projects, engineering develop technical specifications on their own. Here technical
drawings will be made that suppliers have to use to correctly build the coach. The purchasers
confirm that engineering uses functional and technical specifications.
The specifications of the engineering department are price focused and based on proven
concepts. Illustrative for this are quotes from the engineer, that can be seen in Box 4.6.
“Costs are very important as well as producibility, which is linked to cost”
“Experience from the past is being used to create a product with a good value for money”
Box 4.6: Quotes from an interview with an engineer

Selection criteria for supplier
When interviewing the purchasers about supplier selection criteria, no uniform description of
the selection criteria could be given. Purchaser one even stated that there are no defined
selection criteria for suppliers at the moment at ICM.
Regarding the interviews with purchasers, the most important purchasing selection criteria is
price. Illustrative for this are the quotes of various purchasers in Box 4.7. All of the purchasers
endorse with these statements the importance of price and lowest cost. It, therefore, seems
that ICM has actually, in contrast to their brand values, a price-oriented strategy towards
purchasing of products.
“From a purchasing perspective, I want to have the best price”
“Price is a hard criterion while product lifetime is not”
“Quality tends to be less important than the price”
Box 4.7: Quotes from purchasers on selection criteria for suppliers

As ICM follows a total cost of ownership strategy the purchasing manager explains that he is
not interested in the cost of a specific product. He is interested in the cost of a product placed
in the coach. However, these costs are not being measured.
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Another measurement, the supplier delivery performance, has some reliability issues.
Because due to limitations in the enterprise resource planning system the following could
happen. A supplier could not comply towards an agreed delivery date. However, when making
a new agreement towards a new date and the supplier does deliver the products on this new
date. The supplier will get a 100% delivery reliability score. As the quotes in Box 4.8
emphasize, the supplier delivery performance not being measured adequately.
“Once the agreed delivery date is expired for two days I will call the supplier were the goods are.
I will wait these two days because this is the time needed by warehousing to process the goods.”
“Suppliers know better what they delivered on-time than ICM”
Box 4.8: Quotes from purchasers on the delivery reliability of suppliers

The last measurement that was discussed in the interviews is the quality of the delivered
products. As ICM has no entrance check on the quality of delivered products. Therefore, it is
difficult to address quality problems on time. Besides, no actual measures are used to examine
the quality of the product. Because the purchasing manager states that most of the time the
input from the organization the assess a product of wrong quality, is not data-driven. This also
implies that when ICM have a meeting with suppliers to improve the delivered quality, most of
the time ICM have to go back towards their own organization, to solve the problem, as the
supplier did deliver and produced the product according to specifications.
Cross-functional teams, department structure.
ICM does not use cross-functional teams, besides purchasers have the feeling that a supplier
is already dictated by engineering. As engineering gives advise to use certain suppliers for
specific products. However, specifications might not be accurate enough for purchasers to buy
an equivalent part from another supplier. Therefore, purchasers are not able to switch from
the advice of engineering. Another aspect is that expertise of purchasers about suppliers is
not being used for long-term engineering projects. As a purchaser states that one of the five
possible suppliers of a specific part is being involved in the development of this product for the
new coach. However, the purchaser are not being asked to give an advice about the selected
supplier and due to the characteristics of the product. The use of molds might be required
leaving the purchaser with only one supplier.
The purchasing department of ICM is structured as follows. Purchasing is divided into two
sections: one tactical purchaser and one operational purchaser are acquiring steel products.
The other tactical purchaser and two operational purchasers are responsible for countless
parts for example chairs, radio’s, climate systems, lights, molded parts, tires, and many more.

4.3.3 Collaboration processes
In the collaboration processes relational aspects will be discussed, for example contracting,
communication of ICM, supplier development programs, and more. These insights will be
analyzed.
Formal or informal contract preference
ICM has a preference for informal contracts as it is easier for ICM to comply with these sort of
contracts as these have fewer obligations. For some suppliers, it is difficult to make suppliers
responsible for the produced product as ICM specifies what needs to be produced. In these
informal contracts, agreements have been made on price, logistics, warranty, and sometimes
even aftersales is included via an annex.
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Collaboration agreements: Goals, level of commitment, deadlines, sharing of pains and gains, and type
of interaction.
The informal contracts that ICM uses do not include collaboration agreements for developing
new products. Illustrative for the lack of collaboration agreements is the quote in Box 4.9.
Because, if there would be collaboration agreements, it would be strange to abandon a product
development project because time is running out. There are however non-disclosure
agreements to ensure that competitors will not obtain classified information from the
development team.
“As the time pressure increases, appointments with suppliers to develop the new product will be
skipped. As these discussions with the suppliers and adjusting the products costs time. However,
this will not lead towards an optimal product developed with the supplier.”
Box 4.9: Engineer gives insight into the current development
process
”

It appears that purchasers have distant contact with suppliers. As purchasers will switch
suppliers if there is a sudden price change and the purchasers use an exception expediting
approach for late delivered products. This approach means that ICM will not be informed
upfront about late deliveries from the supplier, but have to find out that products will not be
delivered on the agreed delivery date when this date arrives.
This distant relation with suppliers is also apparent in sharing improvements by the suppliers
towards ICM. As the suppliers are not mandatory to do so, most suppliers do not share
improvements with ICM. Besides, if suppliers do share improvements, they will not
automatically be implemented. Because, if these improvements require product changes. An
engineering change request (ECR) procedure has to be started. Here engineering will assess
if the change is viable. This also applies for changes of parts to improve production.
Supplier development program
There are no supplier developments programs active within ICM. Since the only key
performance criteria that are used to assess the performance of suppliers is the delivery
reliability, which is not measured adequately. However, there are purchasers that recently
have had a yellow belt lean-six sigma training and use knowledge from this training to improve
the supplier performance. For example, a small group activity (SGA), which is an eight-step
methodology to solve the root cause of a problem. Is being used at a supplier of fabrics. As
this supplier delivered a product with various quality problems. After the SGA was performed
the quality increased. This is, however, the only known SGA that was executed at a supplier.
Besides, there are not many SGA executed in the past. Therefore, there is no supplier
development program at ICM.

4.3.4 Trust
The supplier enabling factor trust is built on the following dimensions: superior quality,
timeliness, excellent communications, flexibility, an attitude of continuous improvement, and
the habit of collaboration. As these dimensions follow from earlier described operational or
collaboration processes. These dimensions will be briefly discussed.
As purchasers declare that the quality of products tends to be less important than price.
Therefore, superior quality cannot be assured. Also, timeliness of products is not secured as
there are no adequate measurements to measure the delivery reliability of suppliers.
This lack of measurements is also influencing the communications. As ICM has no data
available about the delivery reliability of suppliers, the quality of delivered products or other
measurements for a total cost of ownership. It is difficult for ICM to communicate effectively
towards suppliers. The next dimension, flexibility, is for both, ICM and suppliers, important if
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problems need to be solved effectively. However, it seems ICM is responsible for solving
problems on their own. As suppliers do not provide information about delivery problems in
advance.
ICM tries to continuously improve their business with the recently introduced small group
activities (SGA), which is a method to find the root cause and improve within a lean six sigma
perspective. However, this is not actively being used to improve suppliers. This also influences
the last dimension, the habit of collaboration. As ICM is not experienced in developing
suppliers this could lead towards misunderstandings during the collaboration.

4.4 Conclusion
After analyzing the interviews there are multiple improvements for ICM. Five of these
improvements will be discussed below:
•
•
•
•
•

The corporate total cost of ownership strategy is not aligned with the operational levels
as both purchasing and engineering are cost focused.
There are no adequate operational measurements available to measure the
performance of suppliers.
There is no supplier development program active.
Cross-functional teams are not used in long-term engineering projects.
There are no collaboration agreements with suppliers.

These five points are indications that ICM can improve on all four supplier involvement
enablers: strategy, operational, collaboration, and trust processes. Some issues are related,
because from the strategy, operational measurements can be created and with these
measurements, suppliers could be developed.
The cross-functional teams could speed up development projects. As knowledge is easier
accessible via team members. Collaboration agreements could also speed up development
projects as this creates common goals, level of commitment, deadlines, sharing of pains and
gains, and type of interaction. In chapter six these implications will be explained in more detail.
These conclusions bring the internal research to an end. The next chapter will present the
findings from the external research.
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5. Supplier cooperation
The interviews and current purchasing procedure already gave some interesting insights. In
this chapter, the research is focused on the suppliers of ICM. First of all, the used method to
receive suppliers insight and the analysis of these insights will be discussed. Hereafter, the
conclusions will be given towards the end of the chapter.

5.1 Method for external research
To receive suppliers insights, it has been decided to develop a questionnaire. As a
questionnaire can be sent among various suppliers across Europe. The questionnaire is
developed to investigate the various aspects of early supplier involvement that are identified
in the research model. In the questionnaire general information, about how satisfied the
suppliers are with ICM as a customer, was included.
The questionnaire was digital and has been developed using Google Forms. The
questionnaire consisted of 32 questions. The questions consisted of dichotomous, multiplechoice, seven-point rating grind also known as Likert scale, and open questions. All questions
were in English because ICM has several international suppliers. The questionnaire is
included in appendix C.
A selected group of suppliers was invited, because ICM also has several suppliers who do not
produce any products. Suppliers without production capabilities will not be able to give useful
insights into new product development and were therefore not selected.
The selection of suppliers is made in cooperation with the manager purchasing and logistics
of ICM. Here the most important suppliers for ICM who produce products or are thought to
have a development department in their organization were selected. This results in a list of 65
suppliers which represents 70% of all order lines and 83% of the purchased value of the first
half of the year 2018. This is considered to be enough to give a good overview of the supply
base of ICM.
The suppliers were asked to fill in the questionnaire via email. This email was sent on
September 18th. In order to increase the response rate, the email was sent from an email
address of ICM. In the email, suppliers were asked to fill in the questionnaire as their insight
give ICM the opportunity to improve the business relation. The email was endorsed by the
purchasing and logistics manager of ICM and can be found in appendix D.
After one week 18 responses were received. To increase the response rate a reminder has
been sent towards the suppliers on September 25th. This email can be found in appendix E.
Hereafter, 10 suppliers submitted a response creating a response of 28 suppliers in total. This
results in a response rate of 43%, as the questionnaire was sent towards 65 suppliers.
To analyze the questionnaires the programs Microsoft Excel and IBM SPSS Statistics 25 were
used. Firstly, the data needed to be downloaded from Google Forms. Hereafter, the data were
transformed and cleaned to be useable for the programs and loaded into SPSS. Then the
variables have been given the correct properties and distributions have been made. Next, the
data were loaded into Excel to create various graphs. The descriptives and graphs will be
interpreted and conclusions will be given.
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5.2 Results from the questionnaire
The results will be discussed in the next sections and these will be structured according to the
research model starting with the strategy processes and ending with trust.

Strategy
In Figure 5.1 is summarized what ICM’s share is in the annual sales turnover of the suppliers.

Descriptives
N
Median
Mode

28
1
1

Figure 5.1: What is ICM’s share in your annual sales turnover?

The results of Figure 5.1 show that ICM’s share in the annual sales turnover of most suppliers
is relatively low because 27 (96%) of the participated suppliers indicated the annual sales
turnover is 30% or less. There is only one possible outlier that scores between 70% - 80%.
However, as ICM is part of a cooperation. It might be possible that this response is from a
supplier that is also a member of the cooperation. Therefore, this data point is not being
considered as an outlier.
Figure 5.2 represents on a 7-point Likert scale which type of strategy the supplier follows.

Descriptives
N
28
Mean
4,54
Median
4,5
Mode
4
Standard Deviation 1,10
Figure 5.2: Does your company follow a low cost or differentiation strategy?
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The results in Figure 5.2 show that the suppliers tend to follow a differentiation strategy.
As 14 (50%) of the suppliers responded to follow a differentiation strategy, 12 (43%) of the
suppliers is neutral and 2 (7%) are following a low-cost strategy.
Table 5.1 shows if ICM shares their vision about the future with suppliers.
Table 5.1: Question: "Does ICM share their vision about the future?" (N=28)
Categories

Count

Percentage

No

12

43%

Yes

13

46%

Not applicable

3

11%

As can be seen in Table 5.1. the data are evenly split between yes and no.
Figure 5.3 shows the results of the question: ‘Does ICM share its technology roadmaps with
your company?

Descriptives
N
28
Mean
3,36
Median
3
Mode
3
Standard Deviation 1,87
Figure 5.3: Does ICM share its technology roadmaps with your company?

The results in Figure 5.3. show that 17 (61%) of the respondents explain that ICM does not
share technology roadmaps with suppliers. 2 (7%) suppliers are neutral or does not know and
9 (32%) suppliers responded that ICM does share technology roadmaps.
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In Figure 5.4. is summarized if suppliers do share their own (long-term) business strategy with
ICM.

Descriptives
N
28
Mean
4,39
Median
5
Mode
6
Standard Deviation 1,77
Figure 5.4: Do you share your (long-term) business strategy with ICM?

The results in Figure 5.4. shows that 15 (54%) of the suppliers does share their (long-term)
business strategy, 4 (14%) suppliers are neutral and 9 (32%) suppliers explain they do not, or
not frequently share their strategy with ICM.

Operational
In this section it will be analyzed whether suppliers have new product development capabilities
and how these are being used to develop new products.
Primarly, the suppliers were asked whether they have a research and development
department. The results show that most suppliers i.e. 20 (71%) have a research and
development department. 7 (25%) suppliers do not have a research and development
department. 1 (4%) supplier explained that this was not applicable. For further details see van
Ditshuizen, (2018)
In Figure 5.5 is summarized if ICM communicates clearly and on time about short-term and
long-term volumes that suppliers need to supply. Here, short-term results are in blue and longterm results are in orange.
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Figure 5.5: Does ICM communicate clearly and timely about the short/long term volumes that you need to
supply?
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As can be seen in Figure 5.5 in the short-term communications 21 (75%) suppliers are positive
about the communications, 4 (14%) suppliers are neutral and 3 (11%) suppliers are negative
about the communications of ICM about short-term and long-term volume needs.
On the long-term 14 (50%) suppliers are positive about the communications, 4 (14%) suppliers
are neutral and 10 (36%) suppliers are negative about the communications.
There is also a shift in mean from 5,29 in short-term communications toward a mean of 4,39
in long-term communications.
Next suppliers have been asked whether they have introduced any new products in 2017?
17 out of 28 suppliers did introduce new products. These suppliers were invited to answer the
following question. Whether the introduced products in 2017 have to be considered as
incremental or as radical innovations.
Figure 5.6 shows if suppliers consider their new products as radical or incremental
innovations?
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Figure 5.6: Would you consider these new products radical or incremental innovations?

As can be seen in the graph of Figure 5.6, the 17 suppliers that introduced new products tend
to see their products as radical innovations. As 9 (53%) suppliers indicate their innovations as
radical, 2 (12%) suppliers are neutral and 6 (35%) suppliers consider their innovations as
incremental.
As most suppliers indicate that their new products are radical. It can be possible that suppliers
were unable to differentiate between radical and incremental innovations. Despite giving an
introduction were the concepts, radical and incremental innovation, have been explained, as
can be seen in appendix C. Therefore, the product description of the various introduced
products were checked. It is difficult to indicate if suppliers addressed their products correct
on the Likert scale. However, there are some clear examples that are wrongly addressed: a
new driveline, improved ultra-steel, and a low-cost intercity bus seat are indicated as a radical
innovation by the suppliers. While this are in fact incremental products, as these products
provide new features or benefits to an existing technology in an existing market.
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Figure 5.7 summarizes if suppliers monitor competitors on new innovations.
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Figure 5.7: Do you monitor competitors on new innovations?

As can be seen in the data of Figure 5.7 the suppliers are definitely monitoring competitors on
new innovations as 21 (75%) of the suppliers do this. 1 (4%) of the supplier is neutral and 6 =
21% of the suppliers do not monitor competitors.
Figure 5.8 indicates whether suppliers are using continuous improvement programs to
improve their business processes. This is important as this could lead to incremental
innovations.
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Figure 5.8: Does your company pursue continuous improvement programs to improve its business processes?

As can be seen in the graph of Figure 5.8. Suppliers are actively using continuous
improvement programs to improve their business processes. Here 22 (79%) of the suppliers
make use of these programs. 3 (11%) suppliers are neutral and another 3 (11%) suppliers do
not make use of continuous improvement programs.
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Figure 5.9 summarizes if ICM does enough about supplier development. The suppliers were
asked if they received feedback from ICM about their quality and logistics performance.
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Figure 5.9: Does your company receive feedback from ICM about your quality and logistics performance?

The results in Figure 5.9 show that 13 (46%) of the suppliers do receive feedback, 4 (14%) of
the suppliers are neutral and 11 (39%) suppliers state that they do not receive feedback from
ICM about their quality and logistics performance.

Collaboration
With the questions in this section, collaboration processes are reviewed. These processes are
important as without any collaboration processes there will be no such thing as collaboration.
Figure 5.10 shows the results of the following question: ‘Does your company use technology
roadmaps from customers to develop new products?’
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Figure 5.10: Does your company use technology roadmaps from customers to develop new products?

The results of Figure 5.10 are that most of the suppliers 15 (53%) use roadmaps to develop
new products. 4 (14%) suppliers are neutral and there are 9 (32%) suppliers who do not use
technology roadmaps.
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Figure 5.11 summarizes if ICM is sufficiently using the capabilities of suppliers. This is
interesting as it gives insight in how suppliers currently experience supplier involvement
initiatives of ICM.
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Figure 5.11: Does ICM sufficiently use your technological knowledge and expertise?

Figure 5.11 show that 14 (50%) of the suppliers indicate that ICM sufficiently uses their
technical expertise. 7 (25%) of the suppliers are neutral and another 7 (25%) indicate that ICM
could use their technology expertise more.
Figure 5.12 depicts, if the suppliers do share resources and or knowledge to develop and
improve products or processes of ICM, gives insight if suppliers are willing to cooperate with
ICM.
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Figure 5.12: Do you share business resources or knowledge with ICM to develop or improve ICM products and or
production processes?

Figure 5.12 shows that there are 24 (86%) of the suppliers do share business resources or
knowledge with ICM to develop or improve ICM products and or production processes.
1 (4%) supplier is neutral and 3 (11%) suppliers reported that they did not share resources or
knowledge.
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Trust
For supplier involvement trust is needed. Therefore, various questions have been asked about
whether the suppliers are trusting ICM as a customer. For example, does ICM pay the invoices
of the supplier on time? Here 27 (96%) suppliers report that ICM pays on time with a mean of
6,36 and a median and a mode of 7 = Always. For further details see van Ditshuizen, (2018).
Suppliers also indicate that ICM is clear about its quality requirements. With 23 (82%) of the
suppliers explaining that ICM is clear about the required quality. Here the mean is 5,79 and
the median and mode are both 6. For further details see van Ditshuizen, (2018).
Also, suppliers are being asked if they could easily contact ICM if there are issues.
Here 26 (93%) suppliers reported that they could contact ICM. The mean was 6,18, the median
is 6 and the mode is 7. For further details see van Ditshuizen, (2018).
24 (86%) suppliers reported that quality and delivery problems are effectively solved.
However, there are two suppliers that do not agree. Overall with a mean of 5,75, a median
and mode of 6. ICM scored good on solving quality problems. For further details see van
Ditshuizen, (2018).
Figure 5.13 summarizes the results of the question: ‘Do you trust ICM as a customer?’
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Figure 5.13: Do you trust ICM as a customer?

Figure 5.13 indicates that none of the suppliers that responded do not trust ICM as a supplier.
As 26 (93%) gave answers that indicate that they trust ICM as a customer and 2 (7%) of the
suppliers gave a neutral response.
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Figure 5.14 represents the last question: how suppliers would rate ICM as a customer. This
question complements the previous question as it gives more insight into the overall supplier
happiness relative to ICM.
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Figure 5.14: How would you rate ICM as a customer?

As can be seen in Figure 5.14, 25 (89%) of the suppliers give ICM a positive rating and
3 (11%) suppliers gave a neutral response. There were no suppliers that indicate ICM as their
worst customer.

Other
At the end of the questionnaire, the suppliers were asked if they had any remarks. Two
interesting responses were retrieved.
“We wish to have more feedback from production, to improve communication and
products/assembly.”
Box 5.1: Remark of supplier ICM could improve feedback

As is being stated in Box 5.1 this supplier would like to have more feedback from ICM. This
need for information from ICM is also complimenting Figure 5.9, as suppliers were asked if
ICM is giving suppliers feedback on their quality and logistics performance.
Another response is presented in Box 5.2.
“80% of our products are bought because ICM have to buy it (final customers decision!). Only up
to 20% of our products, are bought because ICM sees a benefit. ICM is price fixed in their
decision but does not see the ‘overall costs’ where we normally make our points. We would be
able to do more design work, but ICM is too much self-referred and often is not willing to use the
expertise of its suppliers.”
Box 5.2: Remark of supplier ICM is cost-focused

The response Box 5.2 has no direct link with the questionnaire. However, it does compliment
the results of earlier made interviews with the purchasers. As it gives more insight into the
selection criteria for suppliers.
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5.3 Analysis
Strategy processes
An important insight is that suppliers are not dependent of ICM. This could mean that they
have less motivation to help ICM with the development of new products. However, this does
not necessarily have to be a bad thing as it is also good to have self-reliant suppliers.
In general, the suppliers tend to follow a differentiation strategy. Which is good for innovation
as low-cost strategies will only focus on core activities. This could result in an engineering
department that is incapable to think along in a new product development project.
There are also some improvement areas for ICM. Although some suppliers indicated that they
receive vision and / or technology roadmaps of ICM. This is contradictory with the interviews
that have been made during the internal research. A possible explanation might be that
suppliers indicate functional specifications as a vision or a technology roadmap for the future.
As ICM could improve in sharing their future vision and technology roadmap with suppliers.
Also, suppliers could improve in sharing their long-term strategy with ICM. If these areas will
be improved this will increase the business alignment between ICM and their suppliers.

Operational processes
Here the positive results in the operational processes will be discussed. Most suppliers have
research and development capabilities, which is a valuable asset for product development.
The suppliers that did introduce new products, tend to judge these new products as radical
innovations. However, via further analysis of the data multiple suppliers addressed their
products wrong. Therefore, it is more likely that most suppliers develop incremental products.,
which can be used to improve the coach of ICM. Suppliers are actively following competitors.
This is important for product development as suppliers can learn from competitors to improve
products even further. To improve their products, suppliers also make use of continuous
improvement programs.
Although suppliers indicate that they receive feedback from ICM about their quality and
logistics performance, the purchasers of ICM indicated that there is no data being shared with
suppliers. This emphasizes the need for adequate operational measurements. A possible
explanation, why suppliers indicate that they receive information about their quality and
logistics performance, might be that they receive this information from another company in the
International Coach Cooperation.
Therefore, the main improvement area for ICM is the improvement of giving feedback about
quality and logistic performance. Currently, ICM does not provide adequate feedback.
Therefore, the suppliers cannot sufficiently use their continuous improvement program to
further improve their business. Another improvement for ICM is improving in communicating
about long-term demands. As these are less accurate than short-term demands according to
the suppliers.

Collaboration processes
In the collaboration processes of ICM, some improvements have to be made. Because
suppliers indicate that they use technology roadmaps from customers to develop new
products. However, as is stated earlier, ICM has not developed a technology roadmap.
Another positive result from the questionnaire is that suppliers are willing to share business
resources or knowledge with ICM. The suppliers also indicate that ICM could make more use
of their resources and knowledge. These are both positive results, as this indicates that
suppliers would like to collaborate more with ICM.
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Trust
As can be seen in the research model, trust is needed to enable supplier involvement. The
results for trust are very positive as suppliers rate ICM as a good customer, ICM is clear about
its quality requirements, ICM can easily be contacted if there are issues, and invoices are paid
on time by ICM. Therefore, suppliers indicate that they trust ICM as a customer. However,
these positive results can indicate that only suppliers that have a good relationship with ICM
filled in the questionnaire. As there are several improvement areas found in the strategy,
operational, and collaboration processes, these results tend to be too positive at the moment.

5.4 Conclusion
ICM does not fully use the innovation potential of their suppliers. As the research model
indicates, there are already some aspects in-place that are needed for supplier involvement.
Suppliers trust ICM as a customer, have product development capabilities and are willing to
cooperate with ICM. But if ICM wants to benefit from supplier involvement, improvement is
recommended.
Possible improvement areas for ICM are the development and exchange of the long-term
strategy and technology roadmaps of ICM with suppliers, and vice versa. This strategy can
then also be used to develop operational measurements for supplier performance and
selection criteria for possible suppliers. With a strategy towards innovation and collaboration,
supplier selection criteria are not only focused on purchasing price, but also on new product
development and continuous improvement capabilities of the supplier.
With a strategy towards innovation and collaboration, technology roadmaps will show
suppliers how to get there. This will give suppliers guidance to follow the same road as ICM
by themselves.
Accurate and reliable operational measurements need to be in place to give suppliers
feedback. Suppliers could use the feedback of ICM to improve, as most suppliers have
continuous improvement processes in place. Once a continuous feedback cycle towards the
suppliers is established. Suppliers could really start making improvements which lead to
benefits for ICM.
Besides giving feedback towards suppliers. Suppliers have valuable market knowledge as
they are actively monitoring competitors. The suppliers indicate that they are willing to share
knowledge with ICM. If ICM is capable of establishing collaboration processes, ICM could
capture this knowledge to create better products.
In the next chapter further explanation will be given about the modifications that need to be
made at ICM to make use of supplier involvement in product development projects.
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6. Implications
In this chapter, all information that is gathered in the interviews and questionnaire among
suppliers is used, to explain what is currently going right and which modifications should be
made. Once again, the research model will be used to structure the analysis.

6.1 Strategy processes
The current total cost of ownership strategy, that ICM follows, creates opportunities for supplier
involvement initiatives. These initiatives could lead towards innovations, which is positive for
ICM. Another positive aspect is that the suppliers tend to follow a differentiation strategy which
enhances radical innovation.
There are also some aspects that need to be improved. Because the total cost of ownership
strategy is not currently followed at operational levels, ICM does not have a technology
roadmap for the future. Therefore, ICM is unable to share this with suppliers to create a better
business alignment. Another aspect that can improve business alignment between ICM and
suppliers is that suppliers would share their long-term strategy with ICM. As current suppliers
are not actively sharing their strategy towards the future.

6.2 Operational processes
On an operational level, there are several aspects that require ICM’s attention. Some aspects
that are going well: suppliers make use of continuous improvement programs, most suppliers
have research and development capabilities, and ICM tries to use functional requirements for
the development of new products.
An aspect that can be improved is engineering using technical specifications for short-term
projects that need to be followed. Besides, supplier involvement will be stopped by
engineering, once the development of products is taking too long. Further aspects that could
be improved: no cross-functional teams are being used, there are no supplier selection criteria
at ICM, and there are no accurate and reliable measurements to give suppliers feedback.
Therefore, suppliers are often selected on the lowest price and the lack of measurements
implicate that there is no supplier development program.

6.3 Collaboration processes
Positive points of the questionnaire with the suppliers are that suppliers use technology
roadmaps of customers to develop new products and suppliers are willing to share business
resources and knowledge to improve ICM business processes or products.
Downsides are that engineering tends to stick with the familiar. Therefore, innovation is
slowing down. Due to the use of informal contracts, ICM can easily switch between suppliers,
which is not fostering long sustainable partnerships. The use of informal contracts itself is
acceptable as long, as suppliers of ICM also have a preference towards informal contracts
and proper collaboration agreements are being made.
Although ICM has taken some steps towards a supplier development program, there is still no
active supplier development program. Also, suppliers indicate that they wish to have more
feedback.

6.4 Trust
Overall, suppliers trust ICM and are pleased to have ICM as a customer. However, there are
various aspects in the current process that can easily harm these trust levels. For example,
suppliers are selected based on price only, cannot be given proper feedback due to a lack of
measurements, and development projects with suppliers can be ended by engineering.
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6.5 Improvements
Here the most important improvement areas for ICM are stated, as these modifications will
help ICM to involve suppliers.

Strategy
As it appears, the total cost of ownership strategy is not used on operational levels. ICM should
start rethinking their corporate strategy and which role suppliers have in this strategy. This
could also be used to enhance management commitment, which is important for the
succeeding of collaboration projects.
After the development of the cooperate strategy, a technology roadmap needs to be
developed. This technology roadmap should be used as a guideline, together with the strategy
to communicate with suppliers which direction ICM is heading towards the future.
For the development of technology roadmaps, three questions need to be answered: “Where
do we want to go? Where are we now? And how do we get there?” (Phaal & Muller, 2009).
Technology roadmaps can take various forms due to the different organizational aims and the
range of graphical forms that roadmaps can have (Phaal, Farrukh, & Probert, 2004). The
general technology roadmap is a time-based chart, with several layers that include commercial
and technical information (Phaal, Farrukh, Mitchell, & Probert, 2003). Phaal et al., (2003) also
state that for the development of a technology roadmap, a ‘T-plan process’ can be used. This
process consists of four workshops: market, product, technology, and road mapping.
Participants of the workshop should include both technical and commercial functions.
The first workshop aims to develop market and business drivers for the future. First product
features that drive product development are being developed. Examples are: reliability, cost
of ownership, and emissions. These product features are linked to market and business
drivers such as: costs, differentiation, producibility, competition, and growth. In the second
workshop product feature concepts are developed that are capable of fulfilling the identified
market and business drivers. For example, an emission free engine. The third workshop aims
to identify technological solutions that can be used to fulfill the various product features. For
example, an electric or hydrogen engine. In the fourth workshop the technological solutions,
market and business drivers are used to develop a technology roadmap. The market and
business drivers are used to answer the question “Where do we want to go to?” The
technological solutions are used to answer the question “How can we get there?” (Phaal et
al., 2003)
There are various layers in which a technology roadmap can be developed, this is also known
as the unit of analysis. These can be: the market, a product family, a specific product, a
component of that product, etcetera (Phaal & Muller, 2009). As ICM uses various suppliers,
who are active in different markets, it is advisable to develop a roadmap on a product family
level, as developing too detailed roadmaps can become complicated (Phaal & Muller, 2009).
This could lead for example to different technology roadmaps for the drivetrain, chassis,
interior, etcetera.
Once developed, these roadmaps can then be shared on a ‘supplier day’. On this day,
suppliers of ICM are invited and get insights in the strategy of ICM. Suppliers are also asked
to share their long-term strategies and to think along with their technology roadmap, as this
can lead towards a better alignment of the buyer and the supplier. Finally, the supplier that
contributes the most towards the product development process of ICM is recognized with a
supplier of the year award (Homfeldt, Rese, Brenner, Baier, & Schäfer, 2017; Wagner &
Johnson, 2004).
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Operational
Once the corporate strategy and the technology roadmaps are developed, operational
measurements need to be created. These will be used to see if suppliers are contributing
towards the cooperate strategy. Typical indicated costs for a total cost of ownership strategy
are for example purchase price, acquisition costs, usage costs, and end of life costs according
to Monczka et al. (2008). The influence that suppliers have in product development can be
measured in: development time, development costs, product quality, product performance,
timing and availability of prototypes. Supplier cost savings/design improvement suggestions
made and implemented can also be added according to Monczka et al. (2000).
With these operational measurements, supplier selection criteria should also be developed.
These should depend on the type of product that needs to be developed. For example, for
new products that need to be developed, suppliers will need to have product development
capabilities as well as common believes about product development. Other possible supplier
selection criteria are the following: does a supplier have a research and development
department, shared business values, use technology roadmaps of buyers, are aware of new
product introductions by competitors, and use continuous improvement programs. These
measurements need to be actively shared among suppliers as they could use these
measurements to further improve their business performance.
Besides supplier selection criteria, ICM has to make a distinction between products that might
be developed with the help from suppliers and products that need to be developed by ICM.
Developing all products with the help from suppliers would not necessarily decrease cost or
development time. In order to achieve this distinction, the strategy portfolio matrix, as can be
seen in Figure 3.3, can be used in combination with the developed technology roadmap. As
these give insights in which technologies or products are needed to fulfill the vision of the
company, and whether these products are readily available on the market or not.
To foster the development of new products even further, the use of cross-functional teams is
recommended. Not only expertise from engineering is needed to develop the best product.
Knowledge of the capabilities of suppliers from purchasing is also needed and current
production procedures from production are required, as the formal role of purchasing is to
involve external sources of goods and services that are needed for the operation against the
most favorable conditions (van Weele et al., 2017). Also, by adding multiple disciplines in the
team, the engineering department cannot solely determine where products need to be bought.
Therefore, making use of cross-functional product development teams is recommended.
Depending on the complexity and project size of the product development project, different
cross-functional team compositions are suitable, as Lakemond et al., (2001) have indicated.
As most product development projects are complex and ICM has a small group of purchasers,
it is advisable to make use of situation D as can be seen in Figure 3.5. Here a purchasing
coordinator is a member of the product development team. This coordinator holds close
contact with other purchasers to acquire information where needed. With this composition, a
split between advanced and lifecycle sourcing can be created as well. Suppliers that are good
in developing new products, might not be the best supplier for the rest of the life cycle (Schiele,
2010).

Collaboration
After ICM has decided to develop a product with the help of a supplier, using the technology
roadmap and the strategy portfolio matrix, ICM has to decide how to interact with the supplier.
Wynstra & Pierick, (2000) have realized valuable interaction guidelines for buyers who are
cooperating with suppliers in a product development project. These can be seen in Figure 3.4.
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When collaborating with each other in a product development project, agreements are needed
to create a mutual understanding and prevent misunderstandings during the project. If ICM
still wants to use informal contracts that is fine, as long as suppliers also have a preference
towards informal contracts and proper collaboration agreements are made when products are
being developed with suppliers. These agreements also have to take care of switching towards
other suppliers. It is common for suppliers to distrust a customer, as they could be replaced
with another supplier that could make the product cheaper. Once the development of the new
product is finished. Other agreements that need to be made are: the goals of the project, the
level of commitment, the responsibilities, deadlines, and sharing of pains and gains.
Also, when developing new products, especially radical new products, it is not useful to stick
with the familiar. Therefore, engineers of ICM who will be incorporated with the development
of new products, have to be openminded. In order to create the optimal design or product,
some odd ideas could lead to better products than those being imagined up front.
For the creation of a supplier development program, reliable operational measurements are
needed. These measurements should be shared among suppliers. If suppliers have a
structural lower performance than could be expected, ICM should try to help the suppliers to
increase performance.

Trust
Suppliers are already willing to share their resources and knowledge with ICM as they trust
ICM as a customer. While this is very positive, some changes need to be made to ensure
suppliers keep trusting ICM in the future.
Once product development programs are started with suppliers these should not be
abandoned by ICM. It is advisable to make common agreements or collaboration agreements
upfront about ending development projects early, as this could lead towards suppliers
distrusting ICM as ICM is not the only one who put effort in developing a product. Also,
agreements have to be made about switching towards other suppliers.
Other important aspects that ICM needs to keep in place is: the on-time payment of invoices,
be clear in quality requirements, can be contacted easily by suppliers, and solve quality and
delivery problems effectively with suppliers. As these are also important for maintaining current
trust levels.
As all implications for the supplier involvement enablers have been explained, this chapter
comes to an end. Hereafter, the conclusions of the research will be presented.
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7. Conclusion and recommendations
In this chapter, the research questions that are described in the introduction will be answered.
Subsequently, a conclusion and recommendations for the future will be given.

7.1 Answering research questions
Here the research questions will be answered. First of all, the sub questions will be answered
and then the main research question will be answered.

Which role can suppliers have in product and process innovation?
If suppliers are involved in a product development project, it can result in various positive
outcomes. These outcomes are summarized by Monczka et al. (2000): faster time to market,
lower costs, higher quality, better design of or technology in the final product, better design of
the purchased item, smoother ramp-up to volume production, a product design that is easier
and less costly for the supplier to execute, and better positioning for companies to access new
technologies for future new product development.

How is ICM currently selecting their suppliers, are these suppliers performing well and are the
suppliers contributing to product and process innovation?
Currently, ICM select their suppliers mainly based on the purchasing price. Furthermore, ICM
currently has not defined other supplier selection criteria. Due to the lack of operational
measurements, it is unknown if the suppliers are performing well, and if suppliers are
contributing towards the product and process innovation of ICM.
The results of the questionnaire for suppliers indicate that ICM has various suppliers that are
capable and willing to contribute in the product and process innovation at ICM. Currently, ICM
is not using the complete potential suppliers have.

How should ICM organize the procurement in the future to be able to benefit from product
and process innovation from supplier contributions.
In order to benefit from supplier involvement, several aspects need to be in place. These are
strategic processes, operational processes, collaboration processes, and trust. These
processes consist of various aspects that need to be enabled before ICM can benefit from
supplier involvement.
For strategic processes, it is important that the corporate strategy enables innovation and
supplier involvement. A long-term strategy with matching technology roadmaps needs to be
proposed. As it could help to align the business processes of the suppliers towards ICM.
Therefore, this strategy needs management commitment to be executed in a proper way.
The operational processes need to be aligned with the strategy of ICM, once an innovation
strategy that enables supplier involvement is chosen. For example, the specification of
products, supplier selection criteria, operational measurements, and the department structure
need to be developed or adapted. In order to involve the right suppliers, it is recommended to
give these suppliers feedback, to improve and have a department structure that can foster
new product development.
Collaboration processes are important to foster the development project. Here both parties
have to agree upon collaboration agreements. These agreements involve goal setting,
appointing responsibilities, deadlines of the project, and the sharing of pains and gains. These
agreements will also influence the type of interaction between ICM and the supplier.
ICM is already trusted by their suppliers, as the results of the questionnaire for suppliers show.
However, to assure trust in the future, the development of products with the suppliers may
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only be ended if this is according to the made agreements. Adequate supplier selection criteria
are needed to select suited suppliers and operational measurements will be used, to monitor
and develop suppliers.
When these aspects are properly aligned this will enable ICM to benefit from suppliers that
contribute towards product and process innovation.

Which modifications need to be made at ICM?
ICM has to restate their current strategy and develop a technology roadmap. These should be
actively shared with suppliers and suppliers have to share their strategy with ICM. This could
be done via a yearly supplier day at ICM. During this day suppliers that enabled ICM to achieve
their goals should be given recognition. As this could motivate other suppliers to get actively
involved in product development as well. As these decisions need management commitment
to get realized, this same management commitment is needed to start collaborating with
suppliers.
ICM has to establish operational measurements and supplier selection criteria. In order to
select suppliers who have the right capabilities in product development. Possible supplier
selection criteria are the following: does a supplier have new product development capabilities,
a research and development department, shared business values, use technology roadmaps
of buyers, are aware of new product introductions by competitors, and use continuous
improvement programs.
The operational measurements are used to increase the performance of suppliers. For the
influence suppliers have in product development, the following measurements could be used:
purchase price, development costs, product quality, product performance, timing and
availability of prototypes, the time required before ramp-up to volume production, supplier
costs savings, design improvements suggestions made and implemented. Can also be added
according to Monczka et al. (2000). These measurements also need to be actively shared
among suppliers as they can use these measurements to further improve their business
performance.
Also, ICM need to make several changes. It is advisable to make a distinction between
products that will be developed with the help of suppliers. Each product has different
characteristics. Therefore, the required level of knowledge variates. This influences the level
of development responsibility that a supplier has and also the development risk. As can be
seen in Figure 3.4 Wynstra and Pierick (2000) already introduced a model to make distinction
in development products.
For the products that will be developed using suppliers, a cross-functional team should be
created. As can be seen in Figure 3.5. Lakemond et al. (2001) all the different configurations
that are possible are described. For ICM it is advisable to make use of situation D. As project
complexity is often high in development projects, it is smart to make use of a purchasing
coordinator. This project coordinator can then ask fellow purchasers for additional information
when needed. Other team members of the cross-functional team should be engineering,
production, and quality department. As these are closely involved in the production process.
Depending on the type of project also marketing or after-sales maintenance can be involved.
Since these should have valuable knowledge about customer demands.
The use of this purchasing coordinator in the cross-functional team also implies that the
purchasing department will be split in advanced and life-cycle sourcing.
Once external partners are involved in developing products, collaboration agreements have
to be made, as this can foster the project and trust levels among partners. These agreements
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should involve project agreements as well as the possibilities to disassemble the project or
even switch towards another supplier. Because, if these agreements will not be made upfront
this could result in distrust for future projects.

How can suppliers contribute to the product and process innovation of ICM?
Once ICM has enabled the supplier involvement processes. Suppliers can contribute to both
product development and process improvement processes. As suppliers have knowledge and
resources that ICM can use to speed up these processes. Because suppliers are closer to
new product innovations in their market than ICM. Therefore, the suppliers may have other
ideas to create the final product. Which can lead towards time and cost savings as well towards
higher product quality.
Besides if suppliers are making use of a research and development department to develop
new products, the supplier could reduce the number of engineering hours needed at ICM. As
suppliers could also develop specific parts.
Therefore, if suppliers are actively involved and know what the corporate strategy goals are
on the technology roadmap of ICM. They could align their business strategy to be able to
contribute towards these goals.

7.2 Conclusion
ICM is a company that makes double-decker coaches. To produce these coaches, ICM relies
on its own capabilities. However, with the continuous stream of innovations nowadays. ICM
has to make use of knowledge from suppliers to keep ahead of competition.
Most of the suppliers of ICM are willing and capable of cooperating in a new product
development team. However, to use the capabilities of suppliers properly ICM must make
several changes. These changes must ensure that strategic, operational, collaboration, and
trust aspects are sufficiently in place to enable supplier involvement.
When these aspects are in place ICM can benefit from supplier involvement, as it can help to
lower costs, lower production time, and create a higher overall product quality.

7.3 Recommendation
In this thesis, several recommendations have been made how to improve supplier
collaboration. However, supplier involvement involves people and is therefore difficult to
appropriate implement it. Therefore, ICM should invest multiple years to get supplier
involvement appropriate implemented. During various development projects, the crossfunctional product development team will learn where improvements could be made.
Especially when ICM is collaborating with a supplier that is experienced in product
development.
These experiences are needed, to use the knowledge and resources of suppliers even better
for product development projects of the future.
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8. Reflection
In this chapter, a reflection of this master thesis is given by the researcher. Firstly, the
limitations will be discussed. Secondly, the implications for practitioners and finally some
recommendations for future research will be made.

8.1 Limitations
There are a few limitations in this research. As this is a problem-solving research conducted
at one manufacturer. The results are not easily generalizable towards other manufacturers.
Mainly similar production companies could benefit from this research.
The interviews have been conducted by the researcher, as the researcher is not trained as an
interviewer, it could be that viable information is not being received. Despite the efforts of the
researcher.
The questionnaire that has been sent among suppliers might only be answered by suppliers
that are pleased with ICM as a customer. Also, suppliers might be cautious in giving ICM poor
ratings, despite the assurance that the questionnaire is completely anonymous. This could,
therefore, lead towards a positive bias.
Most suppliers of ICM also delivered towards other ICC companies. Despite clearly mentioning
ICM in the invitation and using a ICM email address. It could be that suppliers did answer the
questionnaire for ICC instead of ICM.

8.2 Implications for practitioners
Supplier involvement is a difficult process involving human interactions. In order to create
successful collaborations, various aspects need to be established in the company. This
research indicated the following supplier involvement enablers: strategy processes,
operational processes, collaboration processes, and trust. Also, guidelines have been
developed for ICM to implement and align these supplier involvement enablers. Which can be
used as a starting point for similar companies.
Once the supplier involvement enablers are in place, a buyer can indicate which supplier
capabilities are needed to complement the product development team. Also, buyers can
benefit from monitoring quality problems with suppliers and use supplier development teams
to increase quality. Both aspects selecting the right suppliers and develop suppliers are
needed to benefit from supplier involvement in product development.

8.3 Recommendations for future research
The topic of supplier involvement in new product development is being studied since 1989.
However, about the combination between new product development and continuous
improvement, no studies are available. This is strange as continuous development programs
could lead to incremental new products. Therefore, it could be a viable asset in increasing
product development speed. It is therefore recommended to do more research about supplier
involvement that use continuous improvements strategies and new product development
projects.
Despite supplier involvement is being studied for decades there are still parties that do not
use it. It might be interesting to find out why companies still have not embraced supplier
involvement as this could lead towards new unidentified requirements, which need to be
fulfilled, in order to make use of supplier involvement.
There are various studies that test constructs how supplier involvement influences the buying
company. There are, however, few studies available that provide insight into how suppliers
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receive actions taken by the buying company to involve suppliers. This could give new insights
for buyers to adapt their supplier involvement programs.
This research uses various concepts that are needed to make use, of the capabilities, of
suppliers, in product development projects. Such an overview was not found by the researcher
in literature and can be helpful for various organizations. Therefore, the researcher
recommends to investigate if a tool can be developed, that companies can use as an
assessment tool. With this tool companies are enabled to investigate if they have all supplier
involvement enablers in place at their company.
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Appendices

Appendix A: Purchasing process
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Appendix B: interview structure
Interview guide purchasers
Introductie:
Ik onderzoek hoe leveranciers kunnen bijdragen aan de product- en procesinnovatie van
ICM. Dit interview zal worden gebruikt om de huidige situatie te beschrijven. Er is geen goed
of slecht antwoord. We beginnen met een paar algemene vragen waarna we verder het
inkoopproces zullen bespreken.
Algemene vragen:
1. Wat is uw functieomschrijving?
2. Hoe lang ben je actief in de huidige baan?
3. Hoe lang ben je werkzaam bij ICM?

Dit is het algemene inkoopproces.
4. Welke functies voert u uit?
5. Welke metingen worden gebruikt om uw prestaties te meten?
Specificatie: functioneel naar technische specificaties
1. Hoe wordt een product gespecificeerd?
a. Wat is het belangrijkste kenmerk?
i.
Laagste aankoopprijs?
ii.
Beste kwaliteit?
2. Wie / welke afdelingen zijn erbij betrokken?
3. Is er al een leverancier toegewezen na de specificatie?
a. Maakt het nog uit of het een technisch ingewikkeld product is.
Selecteren:
1. Hoe worden leveranciers geselecteerd?
2. Hoe krijgt ICM de beste deal?
3. Wat zijn selectiecriteria voor een leverancier?
a. Operationeel
a. Al een leverancier?
b. Plaats
c. Prijs
b. Strategisch
a. Single versus multiple sourcing.
b. Wereldwijd versus lokaal
c. Make, Buy of Ally
d. Partnerschap of vrij om leverancier te veranderen
e. Wil ICM innovatieve producten maken?
f. Wil ICM milieuvriendelijk zijn?
g. Inkoop samenwerking met andere bedrijven of individuele inkoop.
4. Hoeveel leveranciers worden beoordeeld?

V

Contracteren:
1. Hoe zijn leveranciers gecontracteerd?
2. Wat staat er in deze contracten?
3. Waar worden leveranciers op afgerekend?
Bestellen:
1. Welke producten / productgroepen bestelt u?
2. Er is een specifieke behoefte aan een product (nieuw, aangepast of rebuy). Hoe
worden deze producten besteld?
3. Is het mogelijk om van leverancier te veranderen?
4. Is er een verschil tussen het bestellen van kritieke onderdelen versus
standaardonderdelen?
Bewaken:
1. Hoe volg je de bestellingen die je hebt geplaatst.
a. Exception expediting: Bel indien te laat
b. Routine statuscontrole: vooraf bellen
c. Geavanceerde statuscontrole: leverancier geeft productieplanning en koper
inspecteert op locatie.
2. Wat gebeurt er als de leverancier de verkeerde kwaliteit of hoeveelheid levert?
Follow-up / evaluatie:
1. Heb je ooit gehoord dat de factuur niet overeenkomt met de offerte? Of komt die
levering niet overeen met de factuur?
2. Welke acties moet u ondernemen?
3. Hoe worden leveranciers beoordeeld op hun prestaties?
a. Is er een leveranciersbeoordelingssysteem actief?
b. Is er een audit programma?
4. Wat zijn de belangrijkste prestatie-indicatoren?
5. Worden leveranciers continu verbeterd?
Afsluitend:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Zijn leveranciers betrokken bij het verbeteren van ICM producten?
Geven leveranciers feedback over hoe hun product verbeterd kan worden?
Deelt ICM informatie over hun toekomstvisie met de leveranciers?
Wat zou jij binnen ICM aanpassen om meer input vanuit leveranciers te krijgen?
Zijn er zaken waar je op terug wil komen?

VI

Interview guide manager engineering and work preparation
Specificatie
Introductie:
Ik onderzoek hoe leveranciers kunnen bijdragen aan de product- en procesinnovatie van
ICM. Dit interview zal worden gebruikt om de huidige situatie te beschrijven. Er is geen goed
of slecht antwoord. We beginnen met een paar algemene vragen waarna we verder het
inkoopproces zullen bespreken.
Algemeen:
6. Wat is uw functieomschrijving?
7. Hoe lang ben je actief in de huidige baan?
8. Hoe lang ben je werkzaam bij ICM?

Inkoop model
9. Welke functies voert engineering uit?

Specificatie van nieuwe producten en aanpassing bestaande producten
1. Waar komt behoefte product vandaan?
a. Organisatie
b. Klant
c. Anders?
2. Hoe gaat het proces van specificeren?
3. Wie zijn er allemaal bij betrokken?
4. Waar moet allemaal rekening mee gehouden worden?
a. Kosten product
b. Kwaliteit
c. Milieu
5. Tot welk niveau wordt er gespecificeerd?
a. Functioneel
b. Programma van eisen
c. Technische specificatie
i. Tekeningen
6. Wordt er gebruik gemaakt van kennis van leveranciers
a. Wanneer
b. Hoe
7. Stel er wordt een verbetering voorgesteld, word die dan altijd in behandeling
genomen?
8. Komt engineering nog aan bod in andere proces stappen?
9. Zijn er zaken waar je op terug wil komen of waar je aanvulling op hebt.

VII

Interview guide manager purchasing and logistics
Interview
•

•
•

Na ons gesprek van afgelopen maandag zit ik met wat onduidelijkheid. Je inkopers
hebben in eerdere interviews verklaard dat er bijna tot niet met contracten gewerkt
wordt en in sommige gevallen met offertes. Echter jij hebt aangegeven dat er juist
met het merendeel van de leveranciers contracten dan wel prijsafspraken zijn. Hoe
moet ik dit verschil zien? Kun je verklaren waardoor dit verschil ontstaat?
Kan het zijn dat de inkopers hier niet betrokken worden bij het opstellen van
contracten?
Wat is het verschil tussen prijsafspraken en contracten?

Er zijn dus contracten.
•
•
•
•

Wat staat er in een standaardcontract?
Wanneer krijgt een leverancier een contract?
o Zijn daar Selectiecriteria voor?
Welke leveranciers krijgen contracten?
Staan er samenwerkingsafspraken in deze contracten voor NPD?
o Wie heeft de leiding in het project?
o Hoe communiceren we met elkaar?
o Wat gebeurt er als leveranciers product ook aan andere aanbiedt?

Dan nog wat over nieuwe productontwikkeling
•
•
•
•

Is er een strategie?
Hoe word Total Cost of ownership gemeten?
Is er een lange termijnvisie?
Is er een technology roadmap?

Operationeel
•
•
•
•
•
•

Delen jullie deze (visie, roadmap) informatie met leveranciers?
Welke leveranciers?
Zijn deze leveranciers betrokken bij productontwikkeling?
Welke producten worden er op dit moment ontwikkeld met leveranciers? Ook G en
S?
Hoe worden de producten gespecificeerd?
Hoe wordt een leverancier voor zo’n project geselecteerd?

Collaboration
•
•
•
•

Wie/ welke mensen zijn er dan bij betrokken?
Wie heeft welke verantwoordelijkheden?
Hoe is het contact met de leverancier?
Hoe wordt ervoor gezorgd dat de producten voldoen aan gesteld kwaliteit?
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Appendix D: Email to suppliers
Dear Supplier of International Coach Manufacturing,

I send you this email because we are currently investigating how ICM can use insights from
suppliers to improve and develop products. We have hired a researcher from the Technical
University of Eindhoven to investigate this topic. This researcher has already done internal
research at ICM about how we currently use our suppliers. To realize a complete
understanding he now needs your valuable external information. That is why I would like to
invite you to fill in this questionnaire: https://goo.gl/forms/BsduWUPPkw6mGNZo1
This questionnaire is completely anonymous. With your response the researcher can
analyse possible improvements aspects for ICM. Which could implicate that our
communication processes must be further optimized. Therefore, your honest response is
appreciated as these will be used to improve our business relation.
If you have any further enquiries or comments regarding this questionnaire you can contact
the researcher from the Technical University. His name is Tjeerd van Ditshuizen and you
can contact him via this email address: T.v.Ditshuizen@student.tue.nl

I would like to thank you in advance for filling out the questionnaire as this gives us valuable
insights in how ICM could improve our business relation.

Yours sincerely,

Peter Zoon
Manager Purchase & Logistics
International Coach Manufacturing
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Appendix E: Email reminder for supplier.
Dear Supplier of International Coach Manufacturing,

Great news, already quite some supplier have filled in our supplier survey. However, I am
also missing some of our key suppliers because, the number of responses is not equal to the
number of sent emails. Your response is essential to create a complete overview of our
current performance. Therefore, I would like to invite you to fill in this questionnaire:
https://goo.gl/forms/BsduWUPPkw6mGNZo1
We will use your response to improve certain business aspects of ICM to improve our
business relation. This questionnaire is completely anonymous. Therefore, if you already
have filled in the questionnaire. You can consider this email as not being sent.
If you have any further enquiries or comments regarding this questionnaire you can contact
the researcher from the Technical University. His name is Tjeerd van Ditshuizen and you
can contact him via this email address: T.v.Ditshuizen@student.tue.nl

I would like to thank you in advance for filling out the questionnaire as this gives us valuable
insights in how ICM could improve our business relation.

Yours sincerely,

Peter Zoon
Manager Purchase & Logistics
International Coach Manufacturing
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